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Tree bill
derailed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill moving through the General
Assembly to allow the trimming
or cutting of trees blocking
highway billboards has apparently been derailed in the Kentucky House.
House Majority Leader Greg
Stumbo said the bill is not likely
to get called to the House floor
for a vote.
That bill is not going to see
the light of day," said Stumbo,
who decides which bills approved by House committees
go to the floor for a vote.
The bill had passed the Senate and was approved last
week by the House Transportation Committee.
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg,
said the. bill would hurt the environment because it would
lead to trees being cut down
unnecessarily.
"It's a bad bill," he said Monday. "I don't want the state to
become one giant billboard."
The bill would allow the trimming or cutting of trees and
other vegetation on state rightof-way that obscures billboards
on private property.
The bill's sponsor, Sen. David Boswell, said Stumbo was
exaggerating the bill's potential
harm to the environment. Boswell said cutting and trimming
could be done "without destroying the natural beauty of
this state."
"There are two sides to this
issue," said Boswell, 0Owensboro. "Obviously, the
opposite side of the issue has
managed to get the floor
leader's attention."
The bill would allow trees to
be cut only if they block billboards already standing, not
new billboards, Boswell said.

WEATHER
Today...Partly sunny. High
55 to 60. Northeast wind 5 to
10 mph.
Tonight...Mostly cloudy
with a 30 percent chance of
showers. Low 45 to 50. Wind
becoming southeast 5 to 10
mph.
Wednesday...A chance of
morning showers.. Then partly
sunny...Breezy and warmer.
High 70 to 75. Chance of rain
30 percent.
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Federal judges Thomas Russell, Charles Simpson and Edward Johnstone discuss various issues facing
the federal judiciary Monday at a federal judge's forum at Murray State University. The forum was part
of the James 0. Overby Kentucky History and Culture Series at MSU.

Judges share views
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Federal judges have a lifetime appointment to the bench,
and a panel of judges on the
Murray State University campus
Monday believe things should
stay that way.
Three federal judges from the
western district of Kentucky
took part in a federal judges
forum as part of the James 0.
Overby Kentucky History and
Culture Series. A crowd of about 275 attend the forum at
Wrathcr Hall.
Taking part in the forum
were senior judge Edward H.
Johnstone, chief judge Charles
R. Simpson III and judge Thomas B. Russell.
The lifetime appointment
gives judges the independence
necessary to make tough decisions, the jurists said.
"The system works," Simpson said. "We have had some

discussions in Congress about
the lifetime appointment. The
system is not broke and should
not be fixed."
Simpson pointed out that the
judges are checked by the appeals and appointment processes.
He said the lifetime appointment has given judges the freedom to hand down decisions
that may be unpopular, but
necessary.
The lifetime tenures is necessary, Simpson said.
Judge Russell echoed those
comments, but pointed out that
the lifetime tenure comes with a
price — responsibility.
"We as judges make mistakes," Russell said. "We need
to make sure that we do not go
too far afield. We should not
give opinions that reflect our
own personal attitudes and
beliefs."
Johnstone said the life tenure
is important, but pointed to the

work of state judges, who are
elected, as demonstrating that it
may not be necessary.
"It's not necessary, but it is
helpful," Johnstone said.
The judges also discussed at
length petitions made by prisoners. Kentucky's two largest penitentiaries, at Eddyville and
LaGrange, are located in the
western district.
Prisoners routinely use a habeas corpus petition (an order
placing the burden of proof on
those detaining the person to
justify the petition), arguing
their federal civil rights are being violated.
"A lot of these are frivolous,"
Simpson said. "But buried in
there can be a Gideon vs.
Wainwright."
In Gideon vs. Wainwright,
the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in
1%3 that the state must provide
legal counsel for anyone who is
accused of a felony and cannot
afford a lawyer.

Whether the city schools will
join other school systems around
the state in changing its calendar
is in the hands of the Murray
School Board.
Members of the alternative
calendar task force voted 24-3
Monday evening to send A positive recommendation to the
board.
The task force, comprised of
43 representatives from the community and the schools, has been
studying the issue since
September.
"If the recommendation is that
we not go forth with the idea of a
school calendar, it would be incumbent to give rationale," said
Dr. Bill Price prior to the vote.
"If the recommendation is positive, we need to give some broad
guidelines. Beyond that, I don't
think this group ought to set conditions for moving forward."
The alternative calendar would
organize the 175 state-mandated

days of instruction in a different
format from the traditional one.
One proposal calls for students
to attend school for nine weeks at
a time, followed by two weeks of
break. One of those weeks would
be set aside for remediation and
enrichment opportunities.
The task force discussed results of a teacher survey conducted earlier this month by the
Murray Education Association in
which 60 percent of those polled
were in favor of changing the
calendar.
Superintendent W.A. Franklin
pointed out that while not every
teacher completed a survey, the
majority of those who did responded favorably.
Members of the task force indicated they were ready to make
a recommendation, noting that
two public meetings had been
held and that numerous appearances had been made at other
functions to discuss the issue.
• See Page 2

Juggling upsets
state educators
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Prett Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
Senate committee put first dibs
on state surplus money to a list of
145 projects scattered across the
state, not university research
funds, school technology or the
state's savings account.
The juggling of the budget by
the Appropriations and Revenue
Committee on Monday troubled
university officials, but Gov. Paul
Patton's administration was
tentative.
The committee provided only
half the money for endowed
chairs and technology as the

spending plans put together by
Patton and the House. The remaining funds would come only
if the state's surplus is larger than
any current official estimate.
Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, 0Hindman, who is putting together
his first budget as committee
chairman, said he believes unofficial estimates that the state will
keep experiencing a strong
economy.
"If the budget surplus estimates are correct, we did nothing
to anybody," Bailey said.
But higher education officials
• See Page 2

Pay raise slips into budget
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Throughout the General Assembly session, legislative leaders promised a straight up-ordown vote on whether there
should be a pay raise for
lawmakers.
House Majoeity Floor Leader
Greg Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg,
filed a bill to install the pay raise
on Jan. 6, the very first day of the
session. Senate President Larry
Saunders filed a similar bill on
March 2.
Monday evening, moments before the Senate Appropriations
and Revenue Committee took a
vote on the budget for the legislative branch of government, which
includes such things as pay for
staff members and the costs of

the 2000 session, Chairman
Benny Ray Bailey proposed an
amendment to give lawmakers a
nearly 50 percent increase in
their pay.
Bailey, D-Hindman, tried to
emphasize the votes were inseparable to members of the Appropriations and Revenue Committee. And Bailey said it was too
late in the session to rush to pass
a bill to raise pay levels.
"In voting for the legislative
budget, you are voting for a legislative pay raise," Bailey said.
The committee voted 8-4 for
the budget bill.
Sen. Charlie Borders, R Russell, admitted his vote against
the measure was purely for political purposes. Borders said he ía.ors a pay raise, but said he
voted against the measure to pre-

vent his political opponent in the
coming elections from using it
against him.
Senate President Larry Saunders, D-Louisville, argued that
including the raise in -the budzet
bill was actually a more straightforward approach.
"This is something that ought
to have 20 votes," Saunders said.
"The other way, you could have
passed it with less than 20
votes."
Spending bills require an absolute majority of the Senate's 38
and the House's 100 members.
There could still be a simple
vote on the issue if a senator
proposes an amendment to remove it.
Under the provision, the base
• See Page 2

Patton's crime bill takes hits
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) --- As
a Jefferson County legislator saw
it, anti-gang provisions in Gov.
Paul Patton's crime bill were
aimed at the wrong people -- the
young.
Street-level police officers tell
him most kids in gangs are "the
followers and the wanna-bes,"
not the hard core, Sen. Gerald
Neal said Monday.
"The real perpetrators are the
but
ones who bring them in

just sit back and never get
touched," and the bill should he
aimed at them, Neal, DI ouisville, said in an interview.
District judges need some disLretion in handling gang youths,
Neal said. But the version of the
hill passed by the House would
require cases of suspected gang
members as young as 14 to be
automatically transferred to circuit court with adult offenders.
Neal got that changed, at least
tor the moment, as the Senate Judiciary Committee put its touches

on the bill. The committee's version of the bill eliminates automatic transfer and leaves the decision to district judges. Evidence
of a kid's gang involvement can
be taken into consideration, the
bill now says.
Gone, too, was language to
automatically enhance punishment for gang-related crimes. For
example, a Class D felony, ordinary. punishable by one to five
years in prison, would have been
II See Page 2
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IT'S A SNAP: Dan Fleming of Robin's Fencing snaps in a cross beam
on 600 feet of new decorative fencing in front of a house on Brinn
Road Monday afternoon

•
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U Educators...
Deceased bookkeeper
charged with embezzlement
BRANDENBURG, Ky.. AP)
A grand jury has charged a
deceased school board bookkeeper with embezzling more than
S900,000 from the Meade County
school system.
The indictment alleges Dons
Carman stole $42,180 in 198,4
and increasing amounts thereafter
until she had stolen more than
$199,000 in 1997 by the time ot
her death last August at the age
of 56. The total alleged theft Is
S932,981.
Ms. Carman was indicted last
week on 10 counts of theft. She
had been the school board's
bookkeeper for 37 years.
"Without a doubt, 1 was
shocked," David Wilson, who
has been school superintendent
since 1991, said Monday. "But
I'm of the opinion that she's
bonded for enough that would
probably cover the loss."
Wilson said he did not know
whether the indictment was
necessary for recovery of the money through Carman's bond.
Commonwealth's Attorney Kenton Smith, who presented the
case to the grand jury, could not
be reached.
A brief report from the grand
jurors said, "The grand jury can

speak through an indictment
and thus this indictment i s
returned
urrent and former
Other
s,hool oil icials. including the
present ,hairman and vice chairman ot the board, declined to disuss the loss.

tuk

Wilson said the loss, although
suable, had not affected the district's operations. The school system has an annual budget of $22
million, he said, and he noted
that the loss was spread over nine
years.
Wilson said he couldn't discuss specific steps to improve
how money is handled but said:
"I do know we have more people involved in the process, and
we have established a number of
checks and balances that were not
in the process originally.
"She was basically the only
bookkeeper and the only person
who handled any financial
matters."
Lisa Gross, a spokeswoman for
the state Department of Education, said the losses came to light
after Carman's death when representatives of the department
checked the books while on a
routine visit to Meade County.
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A third person has been arrested in connection with a Mayfield juvenile who allegedly
wrote bad checks at two local
businesses.
Brian Keith Cobb, 19, of Hurt
Drive, remained in the Calloway
County Detention Center under
S2,850 bond Tuesday morning.
Calloway County sheriff's de-
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and law -enforcement officials —
made no recommendations about
gangs, Neal noted. Instead, the
report recommended a study of
gang-related issues from a
statewide perspective.
"But they leap from that to
some very specific laws," Neal
said, referring to the Justice Cabinet and several local
prosecutors.
The bill originally would have
created a crime of "criminal
gang intimidation" for threats
against someone who refused to

puties served Cobb Monday with
warrants accusing second-degree
unlawful transaction with a minor, a felony, and a third-degree
count of the same charge, according to Murray Police Department
report.
Cobb and Julie Ann Wells, 18,
of Murray, are accused of helping
the 16-year-old girl, who was
staying in Murray, write bad

FROM PAGE 1
daily pay for legislators would
rise to $150 and the monthly pay
for expenses when the General
Assembly is not in session would
rise to $1,435 per month. Those
base sums now are $100 per day
and $950 per month, but were indexed for inflation in 1996. The
actual amounts legislators are
paid now are $105.58 per day and
$1,002.97 per month when not in
session.
There was one twist on the
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To The Voters
of Calloway
County:

alP

I am Dan Miller and I am seeking the office of Calloway County Judge Executive in the May primary
election. I graduated from Lynn Grove High School and attended Murray State University. I am married to
Jean Miller,and we have three daughters: Dana,Sheri,and Sandy. My parents were the late B.W.and Ethel
Miller. We attend Salem Baptist Church where I am a deacon and serve as Sunday School director.
I have been deeply involved in our county government for the past seventeen years,serving as magistrate
for the fourth district. I want to use my experiene to lead our county government into the next century. As a
magistrate,I have worked with budgets that have exceeded four million dollars. I know that the job requires
getting the most results for the tax dollars. The experience of operating a county budget is a very important
qualification of a candidate for this office. I am the owner and operator of the Dan Miller Auction Service
since 1972. I understand getting top value for every dollar spent.
I want to serve the people of Calloway County as your Judge Executive. I need your votes to accomplish
my goals.
If you elect me I will:

11
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budgets and a raise for social
workers and 20 new social
worker positions.
There were some policy decisions made in the Senate budget
as well.
The Senate would let private
companies operate prisons with
medium security inmates. The
House restricted private prisons
to minimum security.
And the Senate budget would
designate any surplus in the basic
state aid to education program for
districts that now operate all-day
kindergarten.
The budget is still a work in
progress. The full Senate must
vote and differences with the
House must somehow be resolved. And Patton has the authority
to veto individual provisions of a
budget bill, though he cannot
change or add anything.

join or tried to withdraw from a
gang.

Vote lowers
insurance rates

Neal's amendment changed the
proposed offense to criminal
gang recruitment. A first offense
would be a Class A misdemeanor, which is up to a year in jail.
Subsequent offenses would be a
Class D felony, which is one to
five years in prison.
His amendment also called for
a study, to be conducted by a
newly created criminal justice
council.

checks at the Wal-Mart Supercenter and Yours, Mine and Ours.
Wells was arrested on similar
charges last Thursday.
Cobb faces the misdemeanor
count because he allegedly harbored a fugitive and helped transport her from Calloway County,
the report said. The girl was
wanted by McCracken County
Social Services.

muONIIIIMel IN Pay raise...
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FROM PAGE 1
bumped to Class C — five to 10
years — if it was gang-related.
The Judiciary Committee's
version would allow the trial
judge to impose up to three additional years.
Neal said the administration
was rushing into uncharted territory in a mania to do something
about gangs.

Staff Report
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the anucipated surplus and the
Senate committee would spend it
on a list of 145 projects. In the
earlier plans, the first third or so
of the list was likely to get surplus money, with the others depending on the future health of
the economy of the state. The Senate committee plan gives the
cash on hand to the projects,
leaving the other items begging
in the future.
The Senate committee also
sprinkled some new items around
the budget, including a $10 million center for rural health,
though no location was designated; $5.5 million for a golf
course at Dale Hollow State Park;
$9.6 million to renovate Cardinal
Stadium at the state fairgrounds:
additional $1,000 annual raises
for correctional officers, above
the $1,000 contained in earlier

Third arrested in check scam

READER ,INFORMAT1ON
Business Hours

month

ger pot of money later. Still,
Ramsey said the Senate plan did
little overall damage to Patton's
budget.
"All in all, we're very positive," Ramsey said.
Late Monday, the committee
approved the legislative branch
budget that contains a nearly 50
percent pay raise for lawmakers.
In addition to the research money, the House and Patton plans
earmarked $87 million for local
school technology grants, $70
million for state government
technology improvement and
S100 for the rainy day fund.
Bailey's plan chopped those totals in half or more. For example,
the Senate committee would deposit only $20 million of the initial surplus into the budget
reserve.
The moves freed up some of

II Patton's...

A task force report on which
the crime bill was based — a task
force dominated by prosecutors

SUBSCRIBE
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FROM PAGE 1
c re skeptical and worried thc
LAC would not be able to come
Li p with the full $100 million
promised to the University of
Kentucky and the University of
1 kiuis‘ ille to fulfill their goals of
attaining national research status.
Dan Hall. a special assistant to
the president at Louisville, said
donors are lined up to provide the
matching funds needed to leverage the state appropriation. "If
ma\ hat.‘ a chilling effect on us
to be able to close the deal on
some donors," Hall said.
"We•e got a major problem
with that.'
Patton budget director Jim
Ramsey also said placing the currently anticipated surplus into the
technology, research and budget
reserve right off the bat is a better strategy than hoping for a lar-

Diligently work for greater economic development to attract more industry so our children can live
and work in Calloway County.
Continue to work for improvement of all county roads. I realize the need of better roads to attract
economic development to this area. I will dedicate myself to getting improvements in all our major
highways. I will also work to see that every road in Calloway County he sealed or hot mixed.

III Support the widening of 641 South from Murray to Hazel.
IV Demonstrate dedicated, aggressive and effective leadership. I believe it is time to lead Calloway
County to a great future.
I will be a full-time, hard-working County Judge Executive. Together we can start a new direction for
Calloway County — the best is in our future! My family and I sincerely ask for your vote and support in the
upcoming election.
1. e

the

ate lean ktil lcr. I reasurer

FROM PAGE 1
"I think the people are satisfied
and I would like to see us move
forward and be done with it,"
said one task force member. "I
don't know if any new questions
are going to come up."
According to feedback from
the various committees, many of
the anticipated problems have
been resolved such as daycare,
scheduling conflicts and the role
of extracurricular activities.
"We haven't seen anything that
is insurmountable," said another
task force member. "I feel corn-

SUBSCRIBE

proposal. No pay increase would
be granted to any member until
after the next scheduled election
for that particular legislative
district.
For House members, who are
elected every two years, the raise
would take effect in January
1999. For the 19 senate seats on
the ballot this year, the winners
would get raises in 1999. Senate
seats where terms come for election in 2000, the raise would not
take effect until 2001.

fortable with it."
Price will draft a report to be
presented to school board members at their April 8 meeting, set
for 8 p.m. at the board office.
At the end of the meeting,
Franklin thanked task force members for spending countless hours
gathering information regarding
the alternative calendar.
s you went through the process, think you realized that our
minds ere not made up," he
said. "I think we have done
something positive for the
students."
If approved by the board, the
calendar would go into effect for
the 1998-99 school year. A completed calendar must be sent to
Frankfort by June 1.

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
With a single vote, the Kentucky
House pleased business and labor
by passing legislation to lower
unemployment insurance taxes
for employers and raise payments
to the jobless.
Rep. J.R. Gray, the bill's
House floor manager, said employers would receive a $17.5
million tax cut each year, while
the maximum weekly benefit for
laid-off workers would increase
to $288.
Reflecting support from business and labor, the bill passed the
House 97-0 Monday, completing
its journey through the General
Assembly without a dissenting
vote. The bill passed the Senate
36-0. It now heads to Gov. Paul
Patton, the guiding force behind
the bill's introduction.
The bill, sponsored by Sen.
Bob Leeper, D-Paducah, would
lower the assessment charged
Kentucky employers to support
the state Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund. Employers are
charged a percentage of payroll
for each worker. The bill would
lower the assessment to 2.7 percent from the current 3 percent.
Last year, employers paid $256
million into the trust fund — $24
million more than was paid on
claims.
The combination of lower assessments against employers and
higher benefits for the unemployed reflects the trust fund's
healthy condition.
Kentucky law requires the trust
fund to contain at least $350 million. Its balance has grown to
$550 million and is projected to
swell to $777 million by the end
of 2001 at its current pace, said
Gray, D-Benton.
It's a dramatic turnaround from
1982, when the fund sank to $215
million in debt, forcing legislators to raise the taxes and freeze
benefits.
"The performance of the unemployment insurance fund has
xceeded all expectations," said
Gray, chairman of the House Labor and Industry Committee.
The fund cannot be tapped into
except to pay unemployment insurance benefits to laid-off workers, Gray said.
Kentucky allows workers who
lose jobs to claim unemployment
for up to 26 weeks. The maximum benefit is now $256 per
week, which is 55 percent of a
Kentucky worker's average
weekly wage — $464.
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Man to die for deputy killing

iecidget

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A 25-year-old Louisville man has
been sentenced to death for the fatal shooting of a Jefferson County
sheriff's deputy.
Jefferson Circuit Judge Kenneth Conliffe followed the recommendation of a jury as he sentenced Vincent C. Stopher to die. Stopher showed no emotion as the sentence was read Monday.
The sentence automatically will be appealed to the state Supreme
Court.
Stopher was convicted Feb. 12 of shooting Deputy Gregory Hans
during a violent rampage on March 10, 1997. He also was convicted of four counts of assault and one count of wanton
endangerment.
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Ruling: Access wrongly limited
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The state treasurer has improperly
limited access to a database of unclaimed property and charged too
much for copies, according to an attorney general's ruling.
Commercial "finders" may only be charged a reasonable copying fee — 10 cents per page — for a standard hard copy, not a
$100 flat fee, Assistant Attorney General Amye L. Bensenhaver
said in an opinion released Monday.
The ruling is legally binding but can be appealed to Franklin Circuit Court. It was the second .time Mindy Hines, a paralegal from
Lexington, successfully challenged the treasury for withholding
unclaimed-property records.

Committee puts projects on top
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A Senate committee pushed projects
ahead of university research funds, school technology and the
state's savings account in the budget it put together on Monday.
The Appropriations and Revenue Committee juggling of the
budget would provide only half the money for endowed chairs and
technology as the spending plans put together by Gov. Paul Patton
and the House. The remaining funds would come only if the state's
surplus is larger than any current official estimate.
Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, D-Hindman, who is putting together his
first budget as committee chairman, said he believes unofficial estimates that the state will keep experiencing a strong economy.

AROUND THE NATION
Indians protest board snub
DENVER (AP) — American Indians angered by their exclusion
from President Clinton's race advisory board said they would not
be ignored and turned a town hall meeting into a shouting match.
"It was a slap in the face when we were left off the advisory
board," said Darius Smith, an Indian who was a panelist for the
town meeting Monday night.
Energy Secretary Federico Pena tried unsuccessfully to restore
order when about 20 protesters, some wearing handkerchiefs and
ski masks, refused to let board member John Hope Franklin speak,
demanding to know why no Indians were on the board.

AROUND THE WORLD
UN leaves Afghanistan area
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP) — Frustrated by the relentless interference of the Taliban religious army and attacks on its staff, the
United Nations shut down operations today in southern
Afghanistan.
The decision to pull out of southern Afghanistan — the headquarters of the Taliban arrny — followed three separate attacks on
U.N. staff and an edict that forces all foreign Muslim women working in Afghanistan to be accompanied by a close male relative.
This is the first time the United Nations has taken such a drastic
step in response to Afghanistan's Taliban army, which rules
roughly 85 percent of the country.

Albania, Serbia to negotiate
Kosovo's Albanian leader indiPRISTINA, Yugoslavia (AP)
cated today that he will enter negotiations with Serbia on the fate
of his troubled province, naming a broad team to draw up a platform for talks.
Ibrahim Rugova announced the team would include 15 people —
including his senior aide Fehmi Agani, but also political rivals such
as Adem Demaci, independent journalist Veton Surroi and students.
"From this group, a negotiating team will emerge," Rugova
said.
Kosovo's ethnic Albanians are seeking independence for their
province in southern Serbia, where they outnumber Serbs 9-to-1.
Serbia is the largest of two remaining republics in Yugoslavia.

Alamo's call costly
for Kentucky fans
It) San Antonio with a reLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
tun flight Tuesday. She said,
The call of the Alamo has always
ho.. • ., er that the package probbeen a strong one for Americans.
of
University of Kentucky fans,
ldnot dbae y.available by
the
atY
however, might have to just say
the
no to a Final Four trip this week
Bahhah acknowledged that the
h st,.(,,1)Nns
cost
to watch their beloved Wildcats.
atrz.to San Antonio will
"Unless you're Daddy Warbucks and you have incredible
"You could spend that much
for a big screen TV and use it a
pull, you might have to stay at
lot longer," Bahbah said.
home and watch the game on
television," said Linda Gibbs, a
Kentucky fans that do manage
to find transportation and lodging
travel agent at Destination Travel
to San Antonio next have to
in Louisville.
make sure they have tickets.
Gibbs said Destination Travel
was offering a variety of travel
The university gets about 3,500
tickets to the Final Four, and was
packages that include lodging and
tickets to the semifinals and fischeduled to split them among
nals of the Final Four. The prices
students, the administration and
range from a little less than
athletic association by lottery
$1,000 per person to almost
Monday evening at Memorial
$2,000. The price varies dependColiseum, said UK basketball publicist Brooks Downing.
ing on the number in the party
There are always scalpers, of
and the nights of stay.
Getting a flight, however, from
course. A pair of tickets with a
Kentucky to San Antonio might $200 face value was going for
be a little tougher. Regular flights S1,000 on Friday, said Veronica
into San Antonio, Dallas and Zertuche, a deputy city attorney
Austin were sold out Monday in San Antonio. The price could
morning.
go higher, closer to game time,
Gibbs said information about a she said.
travel package that included air
For more information about
transportation on a chartered San Antonio, you can call the
plane came to the agency by fax convention and visitors bureau at
Monday morning. Twenty mi- 1-800-447-3372, or look up the
nutes later, she said they received city's
at
website
a call saying the flight had al- (www sanantoniocvh.coml.
ready sold out.
Sylvia Bahbah, manager of Lafayette Travel in Lexington, said
by noon on Monday the company
had received more than 50 calls
in regards to prices for a San Antonio trip.
"Everybody and their brother
wants to go but nobody wants to
pay the price," Bahbah said.
Bahbah said her agency was
still selling a package early Monday afternoon for about S1,700
per person that included among
other things a chartered flight on

•

Woman injured
in van wreck
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Westwood Drive woman has
been released from the hospital
after being treated for facial and
head injuries she received when
her van traveled nearly 300 feet
off the road.
Media Erickson, 34, lost control of her vehicle Monday afternoon at the curved intersection of
South 16th Street and Canterbury
Drive, according to a Murray Police Department report.
She reportedly was dnving on
an access road to Canterbury
Drive when the van went off the
road, hit a culvert and went airborne before hitting a tree and a
sign before coming to a stop.
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BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — U.N. weapons inspections of Iraqi
presidential compounds came a step closer to reality today when 18
diplomats appointed by the United Nations to accompany inspectors arrived in Baghdad.
Chief U.N. weapons inspector Richard Butler is in Iraq working
out procedures for examining the eight palace compounds. He has
said the visits could begin within a week.
The diplomats arrived from Bahrain at Habaniyah air base outside Baghdad and were driven to the capital. U.N. officials in Bahrain said two others already were in Iraq.

Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!

Joint Commission

KAMPALA, Uganda (AP) — Visiting a primary school with
dirt-floor classrooms, President Clinton was announcing $120 million in aid for Ugandan schools today to train more teachers and
get African children hooked up to the Internet.
The United States already provides $10 million a year to support
this booming Central African nation's efforts to improve the literacy rate and primary education, the No. 1 priority of President
Yoweri Museveni.
Uganda's school population doubled last year to 5.3 million after
Museveni's government began guaranteeing free primary education
for up to four children in a family, something Hillary Rodham
Clinton praised when she visited last year in a preview of the president's historic 12-day, six nation tour of Africa.

UN's diplomats arrive in Iraq

SUPPORT YOUR HOMETOWN

DALLAS WILLOUGHBY

Magistrate District 4

MOSCOW (AP) — Two Mormon missionaries who were held
hostage for four days in southern Russia will remain in the region
to assist the police investigation, a U.S. official said today.
Andrew Lee Propst, 20, of Lebanon, Ore., and Travis Robert
Tuttle, 20, of Gilbert, Ariz., were freed Sunday in Saratov, about
450 miles southeast of Moscow.
Two suspects — a man and a woman — were arrested Monday
in the kidnapping and have confessed to taking part, Russian officials have said. A third suspect remains at large.
Propst and Tuttle intend to stay in Saratov as long to help police,
U.S. Embassy spokesman Richard Hoagland said today.
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Western Kentucks Still, we are all
too familiar ss ith the sickening
sequence of events in child abuse
cases where the state has not had
the power - or the mandate to
intervene. In fact, over a five-year
period, 43 Kentucky children died
of abuse or neglect, even though
their potentially dangerous
situations were known to social
services workers.
All of us understand the need to
keep families together, but HB 142
should ensure that dangerously
dysfunctional families aren't held
together at the expense of young
lives. Because this bill contains an
emergency clause, it will take
effect as soon as Gov. Patton signs

Novel shows family's fight
Rills Askew's "The Mercy Seat'
begins with the Lodi family fleeing
Kentucky in early February, 1887.
The journey finally ends in 1902
with a burst of gunfire from behind a
meager clutch of scrub oak on the
old Briartown Road near Eufaula,
Ok la.
Though a death resulted from the
ambush, no one was ever charged
with a crime, and no official notified. There ,..as never a death
certificate either, perhaps because
the real death — the death of the
spirit — had occurred much earlier.
Askew's novel begins and ends in
cold darkness. The story starts with
the recollections of 10-year-old
Martha Ruth, snatched from a
dream in the middle of the night by
the sound of her mother's weeping.
She tries to burrow back into the
warmth of her sleeping siblings and
convince herself that it is the new
baby, not her dear Marna, who is
crying. But when her father summons Nlattie to get up and get
dressed, and her mother urgently
bids her to slip outside to the old
blackgum tree and retrieve a buried
tin box without letting her father
see, it is just the beginning of the
unravelling of the Lodi's lives.
The family is forced to move
because of a patent infringement
scheme dreamed up by Mattie's
uncle, Lafayette Lodi, and unwit-

Constance Alexander
Ledger & limes coluirmisi
tingly carried out by Mattie's father,
John. It can be no coincidence that
Lafayette, with his lying and drinking and abuse, is nicknamed "Fate"
by those he meets along the way.
The constant struggle between
these Cain-and-Abel brothers provokes most of the novel's actions, in
spite of Mattie's heroic, and sometimes even mystical efforts, to avoid
the inevitable.
Narrator of the story, Mattie is
convincing and credible despite of
her tender age. As her mother's
fragile mental and physical state
deteriorates. Manic grimly takes
over her role, assuming responsibility for mvls and other necessities
of the roe as best she can.
Bearing the hardships ofa treacherous journey into Indian Territory
and watching their mother fade
away,the children flounder,each in
their own heart-wrenching way.
Even the adults are totally unprepared for some of the hardships,
including scarlet fever and hard-

scrabble survival in a harsh, unsettled land.
"The Mercy Seat" is a reference
to the gold covering on the ark of the
covenant,the throne ofGod,and the
book is rich with Biblical allusions
and good-and-evil struggles. But
Christian beliefs and values are
abandoned the farther the Lodi's
stray from their Kentucky roots.
And when an Indian woman
becomes the wet nurse for the infant
Lodi, young Mattie becomes an
avenging angel.
Some scenes in the book are so
vivid, they make the reader squirm.
The family mule, broken in a needless accident and felled by a single,
merciful bullet, is one such event.
Another is the awful confrontation between the Indian woman and
Mattie in the woods. They struggle
over a treacherous trap that the girl
has constructed in a pitiful attempt
to protect her family Also unforgettable are Mattie's deathlike
trances, where she hovers between

two worlds and comes back bearing
knowledge of dreadful certainties
that she strives desperately to avoid.
When the publisher sent me a
copy of"The Mercy Seat" to review,
a plump package of press clippings
was also included. As usual, I put
them aside, determined to make up
my mind for myself. I did read the
notices afterward and add my own
"Amen" to all the praise this sweeping story has received.
With her first novel, Askew takes
on a huge story and never takes the
easy way out in telling such a
complex and multi-layered tale. She
takes a big risk toward the end,
when she foresakes Mattie's narration and allows witnesses and nearwitnesses to tell what they think
happened. In the end, Askew leaves
us hanging, just as she should.
I, for one, anxiously await her
next book. If "The Mercy Seat" is
any indication, it should be a
blockbuster.
Askew is also the author of
"Strange Business," a book for short
stories which received the Oklahoma Book Award. Her short fiction has been selected for "Prize
Stories: The 0. Henry Award."
She divides her time between the
Sans Bois Mountains of southeastern Oklahoma and upstate New
York.
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To further protect our children.
particularly Kentucky's poor
children, we passed Senate Bill
iSB) 128 last week. It would
provide health insurance coverage
for children in families whose
income is no more than twice the
federal poverty level of 510.000 for
a family of four. If SB 128 is
approved by the House and signed
by the governor, health coverage
will be available for such children
up to the age of 18, if they are not
otherwise insured.
I want to hear from you on any
legislation that concerns you.
You can leave a phone message
for me in Frankfort by calling.
1-800-372-7181.
The Bill Status Line is
800809 0020
NI\ mailing address is
Sen Bob Jackson
Capitol Annex
Frankfort KY 40001

FROM OUR READERS
New member praises
work of local Kiwanis
Dear Editor:
I just joined an organization in Murray and their goals and
accomplishments surprised me.
As a recent resident of Murray, I was asked by a member of a
organization to participate in a community enhancement project. I would
like to let the citizens of Murray know how they can assist in helping the
needs of the community.
Ask yourself these questions:
• Do you know any members of the Kiwanis?
• Have you ever been to one of their events?
• Do you know their goals?
• Do they offer scholarships?
• Are they involved in community efforts?
These are just a few questions you could ask about the Kiwanis.
Murray does have a local chapter of the International Kiwanis and their
main efforts return all profits to the community.
Kiwanis' primary focus is in the support of young children at home
and worldwide. We care for and support our youth through many
donations.
If you want to get involved with our organization,contact any member
of the Kiwanis or call our president, Bob Rodgers, at (502) 753-4186.
We meet every Thursday at 6 p.m. at the Sevens Seas Restaurant.
C'ome and check us out.
We believe that as a group, we can do much more than as individuals.
John M. Bowers
1500 Coach Est. H-2
Murray, KY 42071

Union talk sends message
Dear Editor:
The only way that trade unions can gain a foot-hold in either industry
or business these days is if employees feel abused and hopeless about
their situations.
As noted in the Ledger,the MSU Faculty Senate has voted to invite the
American Federation of Teachers to campus loran informational session
about unionization. If this doesn't tell us something, how about the article
in last-Friday's Murray State News (pg. 2), noting that "while student
retention (at MSU) increases, faculty retention is falling."
Perhaps it is time for the administration and the Board of Regents to
look beyond flowers in the Quad.
John F. Dillon, Ph.D.
1708 Farmer Ave.
Murray, KY 42071

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The Courier-Journal, Louisville — One of the biggest issues in
the nation right now is the tobacco settlement. Nationally, the
thinking about tobacco is big — really big.
But in Frankfort, the thinking is as puny as ever.
Witness what went on in the Kentucky House of Representatives
this week.
The sponsors of a women's health bill were forced to withdraw a
provision that would have made insurance companies pay for
doctor-recommended smoking cessation products.
And House Bill 561, introduced by Rep. Steve Nunn, was treated
as if major threat to the tobacco settlement.
HB 561 would have made tobacco use and possession by minors
illegal (it's already illegal for minors to purchase tobacco products). The punishment? It would have allowed law enforcement
officers to confiscate the cigarettes if a minor was found smoking.
"Right now," pointed out Rep. Nunn,"a 12-year-old can be sitting right here smoking."
Added Rep. Tom Burch, "Every member of this floor has stood
up and said you don't want teen-agers smoking. What could be
simpler than to say that if they are caught, the tobacco will be taken away?"

What would be simpler, of course, would be to do nothing —
which is exactly what the brave members of the House decided to
do.
Now, it's possible to debate the wisdom of turning teen smokers
into criminals and to wonder about how it would affect their behavior. But's that's not the debate the House had.
"It's a very delicate time," said Rep. Pete Worthington, referring to the national settlement negotiations. "It sends the message
that Kentucky makes tobacco illegal to kids under 18 — I can see it
on the front page of The Wall Street Journal."
"Underage smoking has been a problem since 1492," chimed in
Rep. Thomas McKee — then asked what was the harm in waiting a
little longer to solve it.
Certainly, HB 561 wouldn't have solved the teen-smoking problem. Minors would still find their way to the barn to smoke — or to
the shopping mall.
But had it passed, HB 561 would have sent a message Kentucky
kids need to hear: We care about your health. We won't stand by
and watch you puff your life away.
Instead, what they heard was the oppbsite.
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Impeachment mood absent
WASHINGTON (AP) — Republicans would run the show,
but Democrats would be decisive
in writing the last act should it
come to impeachment proceedings against President Clinton.
A majority isn't enough to
undo a president.
Two-thirds of the Senate would
have to vote to convict on impeachment, which takes a majority in the House. It could be done
on party lines in the House,
which wouldn't be politically
smart. And it would take Democratic votes in the Senate to force
the final step.
Beyond that, though, as a practical, political matter, it would
take a consensus against Clinton,
in and beyond Congress. At this
point, there's no such mood.
And to proceed without one
would put the Republicans into
uncertain and possibly risky territory during the campaign for the
off-year congressional elections.
Clinton is still scoring approval
ratings in the two-thirds range,
although those polls come with
majorities also saying they would
turn against him were it proven
that he lied and tried to obstruct
Justice.
Polls can plunge, as Richard
Nixon's did in Watergate. By
early 1973, he had dropped from
the kind of numbers Clinton enjoys now to under 30 percent.
The Nixon case is the only
modern precedent. And his fate
- resignation to avoid impeachhinged on
ment and conviction
fellow Republicans, who told him
he had to go after disclosure of
his own tapc-recorded words of
Watergate cover-up days after the

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press coiumntst
1972 break-in.
Until then, he hung on, musing
about avoiding conviction and
ouster by the Senate even after he
knew a House majority would
vote to impeach him. But his
time was up in 1974 when the
Republicans said so, and the minority vote he'd thought might
save him in the Senate shrank to
a handful of last-line allies.
That was in a Democratic Congress. The House Judiciary Committee voted three articles of impeachment against Nixon, who
got only 10 Republican votes and
lost them all after the evidence
essentially proved the cover-up
article.
But Republicans began turning
against Nixon long before that
point in the Watergate case. By
the spring of 1974, two Republican senators had said he should

resign, a third had forecast that
he would, another had suggested
that he stand aside temporarily.
Congressional Democrats
aren't rallying to defend Clinton
in the case of the women and
Whitcwater, but none has turned
openly against him. Instead, they
say they'll accept Clinton's denials of the sex and cover-up accusations special prosecutor Kenneth Starr is pursuing, unless
there is proof against him.
Watergate unfolded in different
circumstances, without the independent counsel law that is
Starr's franchise for handling impeachment evidence. The special
prosecutor on Nixon's case told
the House committee early in
1974 that he would not share his
Watergate evidence because it
was under grand jury secrecy.
That's so in the Starr investiga-

Just drop us a line ...
The Ledger & Times welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must
be signed and should include the writer's address and telephone number for verification purposes. Letters must be under 500 words. We
reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent
writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071 or faxed to (502)
751-1927.

tion, too, but the law now instructs him to deliver to the
House any evidence of impeachable offenses by the president.
House Republicans are trying
to decide how to handle that
prospect, awkwardly so far. The
Judiciav Committee is seeking
$1.45 million that could be used
for an impeachment inquiry. It
isn't earmarked, but it could draw
Democratic opposition. The Republicans have been having their
own debate on how to proceed,
since House Speaker Newt Gingrich floated the idea of setting
up a special committee to handle
impeachment instead of assigning
it to the Judiciary Committee, the
traditional route.
That rankled the chairman,
Rep. Henry Hyde of Illinois, who
complained that it would be divisive and would risk politicizing
the process. Another Republican
committee member, Rep. Charles
Canady of Florida, was more
vehement, protesting publicly
that it would be open to attack as
a partisan "attempt to stack the
deck."
An alternative may be to have
a small bipartisan group go first,
review the evidence and report to
the 35-member Judiciary Committee later. But it all depends on
Starr's findings and when he is
ready to report them - and he
isn't yet saying.
The early maneuvering is
drawing Democratic criticism. "I
think it's premature at this
point," said Sen. Tom Daschle,
the Democratic leader.
"I mean, how do they know
what it is they are going to he
looking at'?"
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Ryan Johnson and Courtney Fuqua are a Kentucky ballboy and cheerleader as part of a dress
up unit in Toni Bohannon's class at North
Calloway.

Kaylee Ligon and Lauren Peal discuss revisions to their play, "Belling the
Cat," which they wrote for the Theater Skills class at Murray Middle School.
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Students In Brenda Eagleston's class at the Calloway
County Preschool Center lace Christmas stocking.
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A

Fourth grader Caille Dowdy revises a story she wrote earlier
this year at Murray Middle School. Students In fourth grade
are compiling enteries for their writing portfolios.

Mac Bucy, a student In Patricia Alibritten's class at
Calloway Middle School
works on a reading
assignment.

Students In Kathy Hargrove's class at Calloway County High
School conclude a unit on restaurant vocabulary and related
math skills by eating breakfast at Log Cabin Restaurant

Wesley Hounshell and Austin Miles, in Mrs. Falwell's P-1
class at North Elementary, proudly exhibit their creation.

Lindsey White, John Wall and Carley
William study reading In Judy Darnell's
language arts class at Calloway Middle.
Lindsey Miller, Amy Norsworthy and Megan Miller,
students In Chris Love's Careers class at Calloway
Middle, study possible careers as they plan their
future.
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Students in Mrs. Thenia Gibson's science class have
been studying machines and how they make our work
easier. Students made butter by shaking It In a jar and
by using an electric mixer. Students sampled the butter they made.

Lower primary students at Southwest eat green eggs and
ham for breakfast to celebrate Dr. Seuss' birthday.
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Roses are red.
Violets are blue,
Now it's my turn
to say,
"My dad is the
optometrist for
you!"
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Murray State students Bobbie Wright and Jeremy Cockran guide Murray Middle School
students Brent Stalls and Micah Rayburn through a math assignment.
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'Cowboys for Cash'to
be held on Thursday
Members 01 the Murray State
University Rodeo Club will sponsor the second annual "Cowboys
tor Cash" auction on Thursday,
March 27, at 7:30 p.m. at the
West Kentucky Exposition
Center.
In addition a free chili supper
will he served beginning at 7
p.m.
Coach Tommy Yeater said
Cowboys for Cash raised around
SI,800 last year for the MSU Rodeo Team and was fun for everyone who participated. He said the
students voted to host it again

this year to earn money before
they begin their heavy spring
traveling rodeo schedule.
As participants in Cowboys for
Cash, cowboys and cowgirls
agree to donate two hours of labor to the person who makes the
highest bid for their service. Suggested jobs include yard work,
baby sitting, cleaning services,
car wash, etc. A minimum bid of
$8 is required for each student.
The public is invited to attend
both the chili supper and auction.
For more information call Coach
Yeater at 762-3039 or 767-0598.

Auditions scheduled

NARFE meeting on Friday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of will
meet Friday, March 27, at 11:30 a.m. at Green Horse Cafe, Highway
121 North, Coldwater Road. The speaker will be John Williams of
the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. Richard Huddleston, president, urges all members and prospective members to
attend.

4-H Pet Care classes planned
KATHRYN MOWERY photos

Middle School winners were, from left, Emily Runnels, Zach KIngins
and Michael Swain.

Dr., Paducah.
Men and women of various
ages are needed to cast the historical show about the residents of
the Oak Grove Cemetery at
Paducah.
For more information call Pat
Earles at 1-502-444-8677 or
Gayle Frye at 1-502-444-8508.

Auditions for "Oak Grove VI,"
an original script written by Tracey Buchanan, will be Thursday,
March 26, and Monday, March
30, by the Paducah Parks
Department.
The auditions will begin at 4
p.m. both days at the Paducah
Parks Office, 14()0 H.C. Mathis

An AA Meeting (accessible) will be Thursday, March 26, at 7
p.m. at the Center for Accessible Living, 1304-U Chestnut St., Dixieland Shopping Center, Murray. For information call the center at
753-7676 (voice, or 753-7729 (TTD).

SS representative here Thursday
A representative from the Social Security office will be at Calloway Public Library on Thursday, March 26, from 10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. The representative will be available to help with filing
claims and answering questions.

Blood River Baptist Association is making plans for the expected 300 migrant farm workers
here this summer.
The association would like to
give each migrant a "Care Kit."
Items needed include tooth brush,
tooth paste, comb, soap, two
wash cloths, two hand towels,
deodorant, after shave, razors,

shaving cream and shampoo.
Also the association will pro
vide a Spanish New Testament to
each migrant.
Any person who would like to
provide a kit, may place these
items in a gollon-size ziplock
bag. For more information call
the associational office at
437-4203.

Support Local Arts
•

% Tangles is pleased to
• a" announce that
1. • Shawna Nance
•
has joined our staff.

•
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• Shawna speci.c.lizes in perms.
colors and trervi cutting.
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KITCHEN & 13-kTH DESIGNS
4
441/1111ro.

Introduces the Pull-Out Shelf
•Custom made for existing cabinets
.Everything within reach
•Free in-home estimates

ir

Compassionate group to meet

Cadiz, is the evangelist The
theme is "It's Time to Catch on
Fire!"
`I he Rev. Norris E. Mills pastor, invites the public to attend.

Kits planned for migrants

Call for more details

7534546

Also available Custom plans for new
and remodeling kitchen and bath jobs.

1 - 8x10
2 - 5x7
8 wallets
$45
No
Setting Fee!

4-H Pet Care Classes will meet today (Tuesday) and Tuesday,
March 31, from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the Weaks Community Center.
Youth and families are encouraged to attend these free classes. Today's topic will be "Pocket Pets" such as hamsters, ferrets, rabbits
and guinea pigs. For more information call 753-1452.

AA meeting local center Thursday

Services at St. John
St. John Missionary. Baptist
Church is holding revival serk es through Friday, March 27.
The Rev. Frank Larkins pastor
of Rocky Ridge Baptist church,

we
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an4
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High School winners were, from left, Austin Williams, Maggie TateMajcher and Mitch Woods.

Students given awards
by Music Department
The March meeting of the
Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club featured the contest for middle and high school
instrumentalists.
Cash winners were as follows:
Middle School Advance Division — Emily Runnels, violin,
first; Zach Kingins, trumpet, second; and Michael Swain, percussion, third.
High School Advance Division
— Maggie Tate-Majcher, French
horn, first, and Austin Williams,
percussion, second.
High School Intermediate Division — Mitch Woods, trumpet.
Laura Miller was chairman of
the committee for the contest
Hostesses for the meeting were
Neva Grey Allbritten, Carol Bo-

gard, Linda Scott, Mary Shipley,
Margery Shown and Lanette
Thurman.
The departrnent will have its
annual "Spring '98" Style Show
on Tuesday, March 31. There
will be two shows: a noon luncheon at a cost of $8 and a 7 p.m.
dessert fare for $5. Fashions from
local stores will be featured.
Music will be presented by the
Music Chorus with Margery
Shown as director.
Tickets may be purchased from
any member of the Music Department or contact Annie Nance at
753-1729
The department will not have a
meeting in April because of the
upcoming style show.

Chili supper, basketball
games planned on Friday
Murray High School Band
Boosters will sponsor a chili supper and alumni basketball games
between Murray High School and
Calloway County High School.
This will he Friday, March 27,
at Murray High School.
The chili supper featuring
chili, crackers, hot dogs, beverages and desserts will be served

We are pleased to
announce that Audrey
Vied, bride-elect of
Ricky Bugg, has made
domestic and
her
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Audrey and Ricky
will be married April 4,
1998.

from 5:30 to 7 p.m. The supper
cost will be $5 for adults and $3
for children uncle! 12.
The basketball games will begin at 6:30 p.m, with admission
being #3 for adult.s and $2 for
students.
The public is urged to support
the band boosters in this special
fundraiser.

We are pleased to
announce that Kristie
Sullivan, bride-elect of
Curt Dukes, has made
her
domestic and
household selections
through our brida!
registry.
Kristie and Curt will
he married April 4,
1998.

WAL-MART

WAL-MART

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
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Murray
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Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, March 26, at 7:30
p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a
group comprised of those who have lost an infant, child or young
adult through accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome
(SIDS), still births or miscarriages. For more information contact
Mike Rumble at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

Youth skate night Thursday
TNT Groups 1 and 2 (Kindergarten to fifth grade) of Glendale
Road Church of Christ will have a Family Skate Night on Thursday,
March 26, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Murray Skating Rink. The cost will be
$5 per child, but adults can skate free.

Teachers' banquet March 31
University Church of Christ will have a teachers' banquet on
Tuesday, March 31, at 6:30 p.m. Husbands and wives of teachers are
also invited. Reservations should be made by Wednesday, March 25,
by calling the church office, 753-1881.

CCHS Council plans meeting
Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday, March 25, at 3:30 p.m. at the school. The
public is invited.

DAV chapter will meet
Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Ladies Auxilary
will meet Thursday, March 26, at 6:30 p.m. at the Legion Hall at the
corner of Maple and South Sixth Streets, Murray. Joe Smith, commander, urges all members to attend.

Primetimers will go to Memphis
Primetimers of First United Methodist Church will meet Friday,
March 27, at 8 a.m. at the church to go to visit Graceland, Elvis
Presley's mansion estate, at Memphis, Tenn. The group will return
shortly after 5 p.m. Friday.

Women's event Wednesday
The Women's Business Roundtable, sponsored by MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce, will meet Wednesday,
March 25, at 8 a.m. at Trudy McFarlane's Cherry Hill Bed & Breakfast. Dr. Elizabeth Alexander, a local pediatrician, will be the guest
speaker. All women interested in attending should call McFarlane at
753-0545 to make a reservation.

4-H camp dates announced
Calloway County 4-H Camp dates have been set for June 1 to 5 at
the West Kentucky 4-H Camp, Dawson Springs. The fee to attend
4-H camp is $75. Applications are available at the Extension Office.
Limited spaces are available.

We are pleased to
announce that Renee
Stivers, bride-elect of
Brandon Barnhill, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Renee and Brandon
will be married April 4,
1998.
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First birthday celebrated
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Softball Association will have registration for girls, ages 7 to 18
as of Sept. 1, 1998.
The cost will be $35 for first
child, $30 for second child, and
$25 for third child. No child will
be turned down.
League divisions will be 8 and
under, 10 and under, 12 and
under, 14 and under, and 18 and
under.
Registrations will be as
follows:
Saturday, March 28, from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Dennison and
Hunt;
Sunday, March 29, from 1 to 4
p.m. at Wal-Marat Super Center;
Monday, March 30, from 5 to
7 p.m. at North, Southwest and
East Elementary Schools;
Tuesday, March 31, from 5 to
7 p.m. at North, Southwest and
East Elementary Schools.
Any dontions in the form of
new or used equipment or money
will be appreciated.
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Lauren Danielle Magee celebrated her first birthday Feb. 24 with a party
at the home of iw grandparents, Sam and Debbie Howard. uRugrats"
was the theme. Pictured with Lauren, left, are Ashton Williams, 13aylee
Faith and Scottie Ruttrnan. Also attending were Lauren's parents, Derek
and Ashley Magee, and Tony. Williams, Tammy Hobbs and Melanie
Young.

CALENDAR
Tuesday, March 24
Calloway County High School
parent-teacher conferences/3:30-6:30
p.m.
East Elamentary School Site-based
Decision Making Council/5 p.m.
Murray High School's basketball
banquet/7:30 p.m./school cafeteria.
Ladies Night Out at Murray Country
Club/6 p.m. potluck meal.
Overeaters Anonymous/7:30
p.m./MCCH private dining room.
Info/753-7490.
Health Express of MCCH/Crawford's
Service Station, Lynn Grove/1-3 p.m.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens activities.
Weeks Center open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities. Speech and
Hearing Clinic/2 p.m.
Love of Barbie Club/5 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.
Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group/4:30 p.m./private dining room
next to cafeteria at MCCH.
Info/762-1108 or 753-5561.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Weaks Community Center. Info/Marlene, 753-2350.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky #34
meeting/6:30 p.m./Clinic building,
North Fifth and Walnut Streets. Info/
Marcia/753-0854,
Hardin Tops Chapter weigh-in/6 p.m.
and meeting/7 p.m./Hardin Library.
West View Nursing Home West View
Singers/2 p.m,
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
Murray. Info/1-800-606-6045.
First Baptist Church Christians Responding to Current Issues/1:30 p.m.;
Aerobics/5:30 p.m.
Purchase Region FFA Day/9:30
a.m.-4:30 p.m./Curris Center and MSU
department of agriculture.
Info/762-3327.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Wednesday, March 25
Alcoholics Anonymous closed
meeting/11 a.m./American Legion
Building. Info/1-800-606-6045.
Oaks Country Club Ladies'
Bridge/9:30 a.m.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m/for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Class/10 a.m.; Pinochle Club/1 p.m.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/8:30
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
West View Nursing Home Bible
Class/10 a.m.; March birthday party/2
P.nl•
Immanuel Lutheran Church soup
supper/6 p.m.; Lenten service/7:15
p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Fun/
Fellowship/8:30 a.m
Adult
Education/7 p.m.

Promise Keepers
plans training

Wednesday, March 25
Grace Baptist Church Adult, College/
Career, Youth Bible Studies, Kid's
Klub/7 p.m.
First Christian Church brown bag
dinner/5:30 p.m.; Bible Study/6 p.m.;
Choir rehearsal/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK/
WOW/5 p.m.; Choir Practice/6:30
p.m.; College Fellowship/6:45 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church WWOW/
Youth meeting, children's mission
activities/7 p.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
activities/5:30 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Me
Club/6 p.m.; Prayer meeting, Mission
Friends, GAs, RAs, Youth/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church fellowship
dinner/6 p.m.; Youth Creative Ministries, First Place/6:30 p.m.;
TeamKID/6:45 p.m.; Youth Alive, Adult
Groups and Studies/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/9:30 a.m.; Bible classes/7
p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classses/7 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
prayer service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Pre-School
Choir, Choristers/5 p.m.; Kids
Club/5:30 p.m.; Handbell Rehearsal,
Tom Turner Prayer Group/6 p.m.; Singers Unlimited/6:15 p.m.; Lenten Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.; Sr. High UMYF Bible
Study at Cat's/7 p.m.; Chancel Choir
rehearsal/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Friendship
International/9 a.m.; Ladies Bible
Study/10 a.m.; Fellowship supper/5:30
p.m.; Library open/6 p.m.; Children's
Choirs, PrimeTime, Prayer meeting/
Bible Study/6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:35 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church study/7
p.m.
Faith Apostolic Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church service/7 p.m.
Penyrile Region FFA Day/10 a.m.-5
p.m./Curris Center and MSU department of agriculture.
James Sterba lecture/7 p.m./Wrather
Museum, MSU. No admission.
Comedian Neal Bobsl performance/7
p.m./Curris Center, MSU.
Health Fair by MSU Wellness
Center/10 a.m.-2 p.m./Curris Center
Concourse with Hospital Health Express there/8:30-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 am.-6 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

Red Cross will
offer class here
Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross will offer a
lifeguard recertification class
April 23 to 26. The class fee is
$30.
Registration will be in the Red
Cross office in the Weaks Community Center. For information
call 753-1421.

North now taking
new nominations
North Elementary School will
take nominations for site-based
council parents representations
for the 1998-99 school years
through Friday, March 27.
Parents whose children will be
attending North during the school
year are eligible to vote and can
make nominations.
The election will take place on
Tuesday, April 7, at 6 p.m. at
North.

Fulton church
to hold pageant
First Baptist Church of Fulton
will celebrate Christ in its annual
Easter pageant.
The program, "Let All Heaven
Rejoice," will be presented on
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday,
April 5, 6, and 7, at 7 p.m.
Special seating and interpretation for the deaf will be provided.
Admission is complimentary,
but church officials urge persons
to obtain tickets in order to ensure availability.
For tickets come by the ticket
booth at the church at Fulton or
call 1-502-472-2358.

Whiffleball event
will be held here
The Murray International
Whiffleball League will present
the "Tournament of Masters" on
Friday and Saturday, March 27
and 28, at the MSU Intramural
Field.
For a fee of $30 per team, any
team of no more than five players
may participate for both days in
double-elimination competition.
The winning team will receive
a cash prize and the top three
teams will receive trophies.
For more information or to register, call Matt Brown at
759-1389.

Pictured are the members of Poplar Spring Baptist Church who attended the annual Valentine banquet held
in the Life Center at the church. Present were 54 persons. Dr. Larry Salmon was the guest speaker. The Rev.
Scott Bivins, pastor, is pictured seated in the middle. Joan Isbell, activity director, is pictured standing third
from left.

Get A Mammogram

Local park now
has mulch being
sold to the public

Before You Feel The Need For One.
(,rt•at

The Murray-Calloway County
Parks and Recreation Department
will sell mulch to the public.
To purchase the mulch, interested parties must go by the park
office at 900 Payne St., from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday. Individuals must provide
their own pick-up trucks.
Mulch will be loaded by
MCCPR on Saturdays from 10
a.m. to noon. Money from mulch
sales will go back into the park
for swimming pool and playground improvements.
For information call the park
office at 762-0325.

General • Monarch
Laramie • Firestone
BF Goodrich

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
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Formal Wear and Limousine
•Weddings •Prome •Banquete •Ehrthdays •Annwersaines

304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1300
1502) 759-4713
Toll Free
1-888-367-6757
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Research is the Key

JCPenney Salon
welcomes...

Tina Young
Cheri Theatres
1008 Chestnut St • Murray
For Program Into Call 753-3314
NOME OF SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

AMISTAD cn
barlry- hicegcrs Newnan, Argrarri liopkine
Motlhow McCereaphrf

ONE SHOW DAILY: 7:30 P.M.
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday
March 24-26, 1998 ONLY
Proceeds fros;1 this Scec.,o1
e-ent wt be do'' 109 .0 the

Lynn Clarke Griffiths
Apheresis Donor Center Project
at Mixray-Calloway County Hospital
Anyone who
e to nu u
additional donation should COnttiCt

JCPenney is pleased to announce that Tina Young has
joined their styling salon as
Salon Supervisor.
Young, a Murray native,
graduated from Ezell's Cosmetology in 1989. She was
formerly the Manager of Cost
Cutters Family Hair Care of
Tina Young
Mayfield.
Young is married to Anthony Young, Service Manager at
Cain's Chrysler, Plymouth, Dodge, Jeep of Murray and they
have two children.
Young invites all customers to come by the salon for all your
haircare needs.

Murray Lions Club
Jim Taylor, President 762 1103
Murray Womon's Club
lirida Scott. President 753-7944

WALK-INS WELCOME

Chestnut Hills • Murray
Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 8-6; Sun. 1-5

Sue Henderson and Willie Hill
make "bread in a bag" with
Extension Agent, Carla Gray at
Hickory Woods Retirement Center.

Investment Rates

East Main • 753-5606

- Over 25 Years In Business -

Calloway County Middle
School "Hoops for Heart Shootout" will be Friday, March 27.
This will be for the benefit of the
American Heart Association.
Students will be taking donations now through March 25 with
the goal for CCMS being $300.
Sue Lax and Jan Tucker, coordinators, encourage everyone to
contribute to this worthy cause.

Poplar Spring holds annual banquet

TODAY

The Purchase Area Task Force
in Support of Promise Keepers
will hold Key Man Training at
First Baptist Church of Benton on
Saturday, March 28.
Steve McGee, PK Ambassador
and regional PK Task Force Cochairman, said the training is
open to all men interested in
promoting men's ministries in
their church and neighboring
churches.

Calloway Middle
schedules benefit

7
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TERMS

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

MINIMUM

500

500

500

500

CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

4.20% 4.70% 4.75% 4.75%

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

4.24% 4.76% 4.81% 4.81%
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1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Report: Gottfried gone
•Birmingham paper
says Gottfried leaving
MSU for Alabama job

fried and did not know whether
Gottfried had accepted the Alabama job.
"I wish I knew," he said. "All I
know is what I hear from guys
calling me. We don't have any
Staff, AP Report
kind of meeting organized yet.
Maybe we'll know something this
News
(Ala.)
Birmingham
The
afternoon."
reported today that Mark GottThe search for Alabama's next
fried will tell his Murray State
basketball coach moved into the
players today that he will be
decision-making phase after athnamed the next men's basketball
letic director Bob Bockrath said
of
University
,oach at the
he did not plan on conducting
Alabama.
any more interviews.
The News, citing an unnamed
Bockrath would not say Monsource at Murray State, said that
day how many candidates he had
details of Gottfried's contract
to replace David Hobbs, who was
with Alabama have been worked
fired at the end of the season. But
of
announcement
an
that
and
out
his hiring is expected this week, Bockrath told the Tuscaloosa
News he had personally intermost likely Wednesday.
viewed at least one candidate "in
Gottfried was not in his office
the last four or five days."
Tuesday morning and did not reGottfried, considered the fronturn a message left at his home.
trunner by many, has been interAssistant coach Toni Kelsey
viewed, but not recently.
said he had not heard from Gott-

"I can say this much," Bockrath said. "I did not meet with
Mark Gottfried over the weekend,
but we did have some discussions
by telephone."
But Newschannel 49 in Tuscaloosa said Gottfried was touring
the Alabama campus on Monday.
The station said Gottfried and his
wife were scheduled to meet with
Alabama officials later in the afternoon, but the former Crimson
Tide player had not yet accepted
the job.
Gottfried played at Alabama in
the mid-'80s and helped lead the
Tide to three straight appearances
in the NCAA Sweet 16 from
1985-87. He still holds the school
record for career 3-point shooting
percentage at .485.
Meanwhile, Murray State plays
the waiting game to see if Goufried stays or leaves. Gottfried,
34, has compiled a 68-24 record
over three seasons, including a

29-4 mark this season. The Racers have made two NCAA appearances under Gottfried.
"Our main plan is to keep
Mark Gottfried," said Murray
State athletic director E.W. Dennison in a phone interview Tuesday morning. "Hei-deing,a great
job here."
Dennison told another newspaper, The Mobile Register, that
Gottfried "loves Murray."
"But when you double his salary, give him a long-term commitment and send him home, the
reality is he's probably gone,"
added Dennison. "I know they're
negotiating. I don't think we'll be
able to keep him."
Bockrath refused to say who
the most recently interviewed
candidate was.
"The only other thing I will
U See Page 9
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MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

The Birmingham News reported today that Murray State coach Mark
Gottfried will be the next men's basketball coach at the University of
Alabama.

Lakers
open in
winning
fashion

NCAA Women's Tournament

Lady Vols survive
scare, advance to
Final Four round
By CHUCK SCHOFFNER
AP Sports Writer
After 60 games and a slew of
upsets, the race for the NCAA
women's basketball championship has come down to Tennessee
and three surprises. And speaking
of surprises, there was almost a
fourth. .
Tennessee, practically preordained as the national champion
from the start, kept alive its
hopes of a record third straight
utle, but only after surviving its
scariest game of the season.
The Lady Vols needed all the
havoc their press could muster
and clutch play from Chamique
Holdsclaw to turn back North
Carolina 76-70 Monday night in
the Mideast Regional final.
Thanks to a pulsating comeback from a 12-point deficit,
Tennessee (37-0) will play Southeastern Conference rival Arkansas (22-10) in the national semifinals in Kansas City on Friday
night.
"This is the hardest of the six
(tournament) games to play,"
Tennessee coach Pat Summitt
said. "Everybody dreams of being in the Final Four, but you
have to win the regional first."
Arkansas, at No. 9 the lowest
seed ever to reach the Final Four,
beat Duke 77-72 in the West to
earn its first trip to the sport's
showcase event. But a pairing
with Tennessee isn't much of a
reward. The Lay Vols beat Arkansas 88-58 during the regular

SCHEDULE
TODAY
BASEBALL
• Murray vs. Graves
Ty Holland field — 4:30
• Calloway vs Tilghman
CCHS field — 430
• MSU vs Evansville
Reagan Field — 3
TENNIS
• Calloway vs UHA
CCHS — 430
WEDNESDAY
BASEBALL
• MSU at Vanderbilt
Nashville, Tenn — 7
T HliRSDAY

BASEBALL
• 'Diamond Classic'
Calloway vs Ezell-Harding
Adamsville. Tenn — 7 45
II Murray at Tilghman
Paducah - 5
TENNIS
II Calloway at St Mary
4
Paducah

season.
Final Four veteran Louisiana
Tech (30-3) meets first-timer
North Carolina State (25-6) in the
other semifinal. Third-seeded
Tech beat fourth-seeded Purdue
72-65 in the Midwest final. North
Carolina State, a No. 4 seed, won
the East, 60-52 over secondseeded Connecticut.
Tennessee will be in the Final
Four for the 11th time and has
won five national titles, all under
Summitt. Louisiana Tech, which
has won two national championships, is Final Four-bound for the
ninth time.
"There's nothing like going to
the Final Four," Tech coach
Leon Barmore said. "It never
gets old."
It almost never happened for
Tennessee, which trailed 61-49
with less than 71/2 minutes left.
But the Lady Vols' smothering
press triggered a 15-1- run that
pulled them into the lead.
Holdsclaw finished with 29
points and Semeka Randall
scored 20 for the Lady Vols, who
trailed in the second half for the
first time since Dec. 12.
MIDEAST
North Carolina (27-7) regained
the lead once after Tennessee's
spurt, at 67-66 on a free throw by
Tracy Reid with 2:57 left.
But Tennessee made eight
straight free throws, including six
by Holdsclaw, and Teresa Geter

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Tunes photo

Calloway County baseball coach Eddie Morris instructs catcher Derrick McCuiston between innings of Monday's 7-6 season-opening win over Graves County at the CCHS field.

NI See Page 9

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County opened the
1998 baseball season in winning
fashion Monday evening, taking a
7-6 win over Graves County at
the CCHS field.
Calloway broke on top 1-0 in
the first inning before Graves
took a 2-1 lead in the third. The
Lakers tied the game in the
fourth, then took the lead for
good with a five-run fifth inning.
Graves closed to within 7-6 with
four runs in the sixth, but could
get no closer.
-"With the young crew we have,
we were very pleased to come
out on top Monday," Calloway
coach Eddie Morris said. "Graves
is probably one of the regional
favorites, so winning this game
should instill a little confidence
in our players."
Calloway out-hit Graves 9-4.
Adam Scott was 3-for-3 while
Willie Morris was 2-for-3. The
Lakers overcame three fielding
errors.
Morris was the winning
pitcher, working the fourth, fifth
and seventh innings.
"We swung the bats, and we're
very pleased with that," Morris
said. "One of the keys for us
since we're so young is that we
have to put the bat on the ball.
We also stole five bases, and if
we do, we've got enough speed
that we feel like that will put
pressure on the defense."
Calloway hosts Paducah Tilghman today at 4:30.

Bulls pull ahead of Sonics,
Jazz in race for best mark
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
The standings say the Chicago
Bulls are a half-game ahead of
the Seattle SuperSonics and a full
game ahead of the Utah Jazz.
In the loss column, however,
all three teams are tied at 17.
The Bulls and Sonics avoided
loss No. 18 Monday night, each
gaining a blowout victory over a
team from the bottom of its
conference.
Scottie Pippen scored 27
points, including 14 on dunks, as
Bulls defeated the Boston Celtics
111-88 at the United Center.

Scottie Pippen (left) scored 27
points to lead the Chicago Bulls
past Boston 111-88 Sunday.

Gary Payton scored 24 points
and Hersey Hawkins broke a twogame scoreless drought with 16
points as Seattle ended a twogame losing streak with a 109-83
victory over Sacramento.
In other NBA games, the Lakers clobbered Denver 107-86,
Dallas edged Minnesota 91-87,
Detroit beat Philadelphia 94-79
and Vancouver topped the Los
Angeles Clippers 106-95.
Chicago improved to 52-17
with its sixth straight victory.
The Bulls begin a three-game
road trip Wednesday against Orlando before playing Atlanta and
Milwaukee.
"We know that it's 14, 13, 12,
11; we're just counting them
down until the end of the season.
Just a handful of games left before we finish up as a team,"

coach Phil Jackson said. "We've
done something here that's remarkable, but it can't go on forever, we know that. Sometime, the
plug's got to be pulled on it, and
this is the appropriate time. It's
time to go."
The Bulls appear to have the
easiest remaining schedule of the
three top teams. Utah and Seattle
still must play each other once
more.
Pippen had 11 rebounds and
six assists in one of his best allaround games of the season.
Since Pippen's return after missing 35 games with a foot injury,
the Bulls have gone 28-6.
"I think he's totally comfortable now extending himself, taking off on his feet and taking the
ball to the basket," Jackson said
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Tark center of I SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
attention at
753-9627
NIT Final Four

SPORTS

BRIEFS

'See me tor all your lamtly insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
next to Century 21i

first round of the NIT, "60 MiBy TOM WITHERS
nutes" profiled the program's
Writer
AP Sports
problems this season, which inNEW YORK (AP) — The
cluded
arrests, substance abuse,
NIT's four semifinalists aren't as
supensions
and dismissals.
goad as the teams in the other FiTarkanian
had no sooner finnal Four.
CBS' Mike Walcriticizing
ished
However, this year's NIT does
of his playlace
when
more
two
have one name, that when spohours after
just
ers
were
arrested
ken, gets every college basketball
Memphis on
beaten
the
team
had
attention
—
fan's
Jerry
a buzzer-beating shot by TreTarkanian.
Tark the Shark. Love him or maine Fowlkes.
"That was about as low as we
hate him, he gets noticed.
,could
get," Tarkanian said.
Tarkanian, the troubled coach
Before
the team's trip to Haof Fresno State, has brought his
waii
for
its third-round game,
Bulldogs to Madison Square Garpresident John
Fresno
State
den for tonight's first semifinal at
Madison Square Garden against Welty threatened to pull the team
Minnesota (18-15). In the second out of the NIT if there was any
more trouble. There wasn't, and
game, Penn State (18-12) plays
Georgia (19-14), with the winners the Bulldogs defeated Hawaii
meeting in Thursday night's 85-83 to earn a trip to New York.
championship.
And now, despite having only
On Monday, Minnesota's Clem seven scholarship players left on
Haskins, Penn State's Jerry Dunn his roster, Tarkanian has his team
and Georgia's Ron Jirsa, all good among the final eight men's colguys with compelling stones of lege basketball teams still
their own, got a chance to talk playing.
about their teams.
"It's been a real tough seaBut guess who got all the
son,"
Tarkanian said. "We've
attention?
Lately, Tarkanian's team has been up and down. We've had a
received as much attention as any lot problems and it's been very
in college basketball, mostly for difficult for us. ... Our kids have.
the wrong reasons. Talk about hungtogether, and I'm real proud
that they've been able to overMarch madness.
A few days after Fresno State come some of the adversity and
(21-11) defeated Pacific in the still pull together."

The Calloway County third grade Little League basketball champions
are: (Front row, from left) Jesse Norsworthy, Luke Stinnett, Josh
Miller and Wesley Roberts. (Back row) Coach Steve Steele, Lee Hart,
Wesley Steele, Zachary Wright, Darren Jackson, Brandon Phillips
and Coach Brad Miller.

Golfers aided by Lung Card
The American Lung Association of Kentucky invites golfers to swing into
spring with the 1998 Kentucky Golf Tour Card — a booklet of savings
This year's "Lung Card" includes tree rounds of golf or discounts at 167
Kentucky courses and driving ranges, over 40 courses and ranges in Tennes
see, plus additional courses in Indiana, Ohio and Georgia. Listed in the package are courses in and around Calloway County, including Miller Memorial
Golf Course, Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course and Spurts Center in Murray. Over
38 courses are new to this year's card.
Each participating course offers the cardholder one or more 18-hole rounds
of golf. Many courses, including most state parks, offer multiple rounds and
three offer unlimited rounds for a total of over 450 rounds of golf. Valued at
over $3,500, the Kentucky Golf Tour Card may be purchased for only $35 a
piece of four for $105 (buy three, get one free) All proceeds benefit the fight
against lung disease.

•Lady Vols...

•Gottfried...
FROM PAGE 8
say is that things are moving
along in a positive way," Bockrath said. "It's a process that
takes time, but we're now in the
decision-making phase. I do not
anticipate conducting any more
interviews, unless something unforeseen happens."
Dennison confirmed that Gottfried was in Tuscaloosa Monday
and that Alabama had made an
offer.
"But the offer they made him
wasn't satisfactory; it was below
what he sort of had in mind,"
Dennison said. "He was going to
get back together with them, and
the last I heard he was supposed
here in his office toto be ba
day. Wee just waiting to hear
ark."
from
Bockrath is acting alone in the
search for Hobbs' replacement.
He has not revealed his list of
candidates, but has confirmed
that Gottfried is a strong contender for the job.
Gottfried's name has also been
mentioned as a possibility at Arizona State.
-Numerous other names have
been mentioned for the Alabama
job, particularly Southern Miss

head coach James Green.
Green is a former Alabama assistant and has met with Bockrath
to discuss the vacancy.
Mississippi's Rob Evans and
Oklahoma:s Kelvin Sampson had
also been mentioned as candidates, but Sampson said last week
he would stay with the Sooners
and Evans has said he is unlikely
to take a position at Alabama.
Alabama went 15-16 in its final season under Hobbs. Bockrath fired him Feb. 2, two weeks
after a 94-40 loss to Auburn.
Bockrath has said he hoped to
have a decision made sometime
this week.
Dennison said that while MSU
doesn't want to do too much before hearing Gottfried's decision,
the school has done some preliminary planning should a coaching search be needed.
"We've looked at our options
and we've got a bit of a plan," he
said. "The current assistant
coaches would certainly be an
option, but we don't want to do
anything yet.
"Should Mark leave, our timeline for finding a new coach
would be ASAP; it's very important, and we would have to move
very quickly," Dennison added.

Felton named wicu coach
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Western Kentucky introduced
new basketball coach Dennis Felton on Monday at E.A. Diddle
Arena.
Felton, 34, has spent the last
four seasons as an assistant coach
under Rick Barnes at Clemson.
He was named associate head
coach before the 1997-98 season
after former assistant coach Larry
Shyatt was hired as Wyoming's
head coach.
I I

Prior to joining the Clemson
staff, Felton was an assistant
under Barnes at Providence during the 1992-93 and 1993-94 seasons. Felton has also had assistant coaching stints at St.
Joseph's of Pennsylvania
(1991-92), Tulane (1990-91) and
Delaware (1986-90).
Felton is the 11th coach in
Western's men's basketball history.

I TAL((di

FROM PAGE 8
scored on a putback to the delight
of an orange-clad packed house
in Nashville.
"It was not exactly what I had
anticipated," Summitt said.
"When we were down 12, I was
asking them if I was coaching the
wrong team. They were beating
us at our own game. I was wondering if we should change uniforms. But I like what I saw
down the stretch."
Chanel Wright led North Carolina with 21 points, and Reid
scored 20.
North Carolina coach Sylvia
Hatchell was upset by the disparity in fouls. Tennessee made 28
of 33 free throws, North Carolina
11 of 18.
"We were playing eight on
five," Hatchell said. "Tennessee
didn't have a foul in the last five
minutes, and we were doing everything we could to drive it in
there."
EAST
North Carolina State, which
had never even been in a regional
final before, stayed calm after
falling behind 36-26 three minutes into the second half at Dayton, Ohio.
The Wolfpack made up the gap
all at once, running off 14
straight points to go up 40-36.
Chasity Melvin, posting up strong
in the lane, scored eight points in
that stretch and finished with 18.
"Mentally, we had to believe
in ourselves," said NC State
coach Kay Yow, whose first Final Four trip is coming 10 years
after guiding the U.S. Olympic
team to a gold medal. in Seoul.
"We had to raise the level of our
defense and we had to get the
ball inside to Chasity."
Connecticut (34-3) lost for the
first time in the eight games it
has played without All-America
Nykcsha Sales, sidelined by a

ruptured Achilles' tendon. Amy
Duran and Paige Sauer led the
Huskies with 11 points each.
"Despite all our wins, this
year has been an incredible
struggle for me," UConn coach
Geno Auriemma said. "The fact
that we've even been able to get
here is a miracle."
MIDWEST
Louisiana Tech continued its
string of making the Final Four at
least once every four years. That
was especially satisfying for center Alisa Burras, who had 17
points and 16 rebounds.
"It means so much to go to the
Final Four because it is my final
year," said Burras, voted the regional tournament's most outstanding player. "This is the
highlight of my career."
Purdue (23-10), a comeback
team all season, rallied after falling behind by 11. A baseline
jumper by Stephanie White
closed the gap to 68-65 with 30
seconds left.
But LaQuan Stallworth's free
throws and three Purdue turnovers in the final 20 seconds
cinched the Lady Techsters' 15th
consecutive victory.
White led Purdue with 23
points and nine rebounds.
WEST
Tennille Adams scored the goahead basket on a putback and
Christy Smith made four free
throws in the final 31 seconds to
spark Arkansas' upset in
Oakland.
Duke, denied its first trip to the
Final Four, led 72-71 on Peppi
Browne's layup with two minutes
left. Adams then scored with 1:39
to play and Smith came through
with her free throws to keep the
Lady Razorbacks on top.
Sytia Messer's 20 points led
Arkansas. Browne scored 20 for
Duke (24-8).

Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Moms Offices Bloomington, Illinois

NBA STANDINGS
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Potomac 0IVI•1001
W L
48 21
Igen
37
31
New York
35 33
Ona
35 33
Washington
35 34
Neu Jersey
30 38
Boston
25 43
Pnyisoslonts
Centre: Dowse
52 17
1-Chicago
48 20
Indium
43 24
Charlotte
40 27
Atlanta
37 30
Cleveland
33 36
Detroit
29 38
lAteaultse
15 52
Toronto
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest amnion
W I.
50 17
it-Sir ANonso
46 22
Houston
36 31
35 34
tAnnesota
17 52
Dallas
Vancouver
16 52
Denver
8 62

Pc.
696
544
515
515
507
441
368

GB
—
10n
127,
124
13
17'A
21'.4

754
706
642
597
552
478
433
224

—
3.4
8
11
14
19
22
36

Po

013
—
46
14
16
34
34.4
43'4

746
676
537
507
246
235
114

your
MARSHALL
ENGINE

Pacific Division
x Sean*
51 17
LA
49 19
Phoen
45 23
Portland
37 30
Sacramento
26 44
LA Clippers
15 5.3
Golden State
14 54
a-cinched playoff beftS
klondey's Games
Detroit 94. Philadethia 79
Chicago 1 11 Boston 68
Dallas 91, Minnesota 87
LA Laken 107. Denver 86
Seattle 109, Sacramento 83
Vancouver 106, LA Clippers 95
Tuesday's Games
Charlotte at Toronto, 6 pm
Orlando at Atlanta, 630 pm
San Antonio at Cleveland, 6 30 pm
Phoenix at Utah, 7 pm
Mauston at Milwaukee. 7 30 p m
Washington at Portland, 9 p m
New York at Golden State 930 pm
Wednesday's Games
Warn at Boston. 6 pm
Houston at Indiana. 6 pm
Now Jersey at Philadelphia, 630 p
San Antonio at Detroit 630 pm
Chicago at Orlando. 7 pm
Dallas at Denver, 8 pm
lAnnesota at Phoenix, B p ti
Washington at Seattle. 9 P m
New Volt at L A Clappers, 9 30 p in
Sacramento at LA takers 9 10 p m
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HEADQUARTERS
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Hundreds of sizes available.
All remanufactured to new
condition.

en it comes to
2w4hil:etre

3 Year/50,000
Mile Warranty

Its our job
to keep you

Complete Long Blocks

GOING!

TOWING...

McClard's
TOWING

As low as $859
Financing available as low
as $29 per month.

207S.7th St.•Marra

D & IST Auto Parts
12
12th st.
"5 4-45(.3

•

753-9132

m•Cm:.•.:Ce_Km.:•XCICEXCE:*:*_•

Ott,
rig!
pea/regain- etal
GRAND OPENING
A Private Gentlemen's Club
March 19th 7 p.m. B.Y.O.B.
40 ft. Stage —
20 Entertainers
Full Bar Set-Ups
World Class Sound and
Light System
Open 7 p.m.
18 and up
Mayor

Credit Cards Accepted

Hwy. 641 South, Puryear,

TN

(901)247-3965

•

• • ••
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Now Installing and Servicing Pools!
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WOOD VCR
S

(502) 753-0530
Mon-Fri 1.00-5 30 PM

Installation only $49'
I nsf.11t.i.m Moo 1.4111.1•41
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statement Some restrictions °pot,.

Complete
Systems Start At

11120
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STEELE-ALLBRITTEN

Air
AMY Rh

750
721
862
552
371
221
206

*Lifetime warranty against structural failure.
*Manufactured in the Middle Tennessee area.
*Large beautiful walk-in entry steps for easy access and
generous in-pool seating.
*Long life & low maintenance ensure long range savings cost.

Call 753-5341 Today!
--
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Debbie Howard
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Notice

VCR
Microwave
Repair

1998 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standarited in 10
plans and we write
all 10.

All Brands

Ward Elkins
753-1713
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981
ARE you in pain7 Try mag
nebc products by Nikken
Can be purchased from
Jan Independent Nikken
Distributor 502 753-5963
AVON I am here for all
your Avon needs Whether
you we interested in buying, selling or lust went to
look through a book to see
what Avon offers, give me a
call (502)436-6026, ask for
Tanya Ind/Ws/rep
BIBLE Message 759-5177
FREE Pregnancy Tests
Utehouse 753-0700

The part A deductible
you, or your
insurance, must pay
has been increased
to 8764 in 1998.
For more information
call
McCONNELL

INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
1-800-455-4199
.
'our 35th yea,

sen-ce•

MISTER Mattress is going
out of business Al inventory must go! 759-3890

Murray Cablevision
Advisory Commisssion
Public Hearing
The City of Murray Cablevision Advisory Commission will conduct a public hearing as part of the
regularly scheduled Murray City Council meeting
on Thursday. March 26, at 7:30 p.m. in the Weaks
Community Center Auditorium at 607 Poplar
Street. The purpose of the meeting will be to obtain
public comment on the community's needs and
interests with regard to cable television. The City is
currently gathering information to use in the
renewal of the cable television franchise agreement with Murray CableComm. Prior to renewing
the franchise agreement, the City is interested in
obtaining your comments regarding your local
cable service and any recommendations you might
provide to help improve this service. We welcome
your input at the March 26th public hearing or if
you are unable to attend, you can submit written
comments to the Murray Cablevision Advisory
Commission, City Hall, 207 S. 5th Street, Murray,
KY 42071. Please submit your written comments
by April 3, 1998.

INCOME TAX
• Individual • Business •
• Electronic Filing •

PAGE BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE
206 S. 6th

753-81.07
Lose inches while you
sleep. With all natural

(CALORAD®)
No diets • No exercise
• No side effects
For more information call
502-753-1132 or
1-800-2_30-1182 ext. 01

HALEY'S
,Z,Ughlpuck
LARental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our nev, nursing home policies
ha \ can alternate plan ot care that may
pay tor (::Ire in your (i.yn home it vc)ii
othen.kise hay e to go to the
nurirq!. home
Ever\ one \A ould rather stay at
home it possible arid no \1/4.e ma‘ he
able to pro‘ide the mom:\ under the
alternate pLin i t are
("ALIA S 111DAN FOR

RI I-

McCOWELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or l-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

HOUSE of Clothes Open
Mon Sat, 9 to 5. Sun 1 to 5
Nice consignment clothing
$1 00 Buys mens, wo
mens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts.
dresses Oft Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles Call
489-2243 or 753-6981
Os°
Help
Wanted
ADVERTISING
Professional/ Regional Editor needed immediately in
Murray. Kentucky for "The
Kentucky Catalog" Fulltime Exclusive one-person
sales areas. Realistic first
year commission: $50.000.
To arrange for an interview,
call the Kentucky Catalog
Development Consultant in
Murray, Kentucky, Mrs.
Debi Clark (502)759-5280.
BARMAIDS, WAITRESSES, dancers needed fulltime. pan-time Dollies Platinum Club, Puryear, TN
7,000 sq ft. No experience
necessary $500 plus per
Call
week
1-901-247-3965
BARMAIDS DANCERS
wanted! Tired of the rest?
Now try the best club to
work for GoldfingersParis Newest Club
901 642 0912 $500+
weekly
CASTING- Movie Extras
Production Trainees Major
Film Studio 502-329-0446.
COLORTYME now hiring
manager trainee's and entry level positions Must be
enthusiastic and self motivated. Most be able to lift
100Ibs Apply at 408N 12th
St. No phone calls please
EOE
DENTAL hygienist needed
Send resume to William
Pasco, 1653 Calloway
Ave Murray, KY 42071
EARN $1,000's weekly
Stuffing envelopes. No experience Send self
addressed stamped envelope to. New Beginning.
Dept209, 301 East 5th Ave,
Suite 112, Corsicana,
Texas 75110

Wanted

Sales Position
Open
New Car Dealership, Murray, Ky.
Send resume to

P.O. Box 646,
Murray, KY
42071 or
Fax to
502-759-1013.

FOOD Service Director
Glendale Place Retirement
Community is seeking an
experienced professional
in food service High integrity, directly related experience in budget control, inventory,staff management
and food preparation a
must Most love being with
older adults Competitive
salary and benefits Send
resume to Glendale Place,
905 Glendale Road Murray, KY 42071
FULL time night position
available Must have computer experience PBX ex
perience a plus Send re
sume to PO Box 213 Murray, KY 42071
GARDENING helper
Steep Ky lakeside hill
436-2005
GENERAL laborers 8 welders needed will train
Apply at Vegan Metal in
Sedalia 328-8991
HELP Wanted Eastside
BP 119 Main across from
Briggs 8 Stratton No
phone calls
INCREDIBLE income Dun
8 Bradstreet rated corn
pany seeks reps to buy bad
checks Company training
No tees No cost No re
sumes We hire people not
paper 800 460 6146
IN house babysitter
needed 436 2481
MANAGEMENT All posi
lions available Exper
ienced dedicated persons
needed for retail ,
wholesale' salvage stores
in Western KY & TN Send
resume to P N Davis
2310 N Highland Jackson
IN 38"i05
—

WHITE Glove House
Cleaning Service Retired
military wives wanting to
clean your home or busi
Toni
Call
ness
901 822 5803 or Janie
901 822-6285
WILL clean houses Reasonable rates references
437-4064
WILL keep & care for a lady
in my home in Hazel Ex
perienced good references 492-8510

Ion
MAINTENANCE Director
Glendale Place Retirement
Community is seeking an
experienced maintenance
professional High integrity,
directly related experience
in apartment style maintenance preferred Must love
being with older adults
Competitive salary and
benefits Send resume to
Glendale Place 905 Glendale Road Murray KY
42071
MANAGER wanted for
Murray, KY office Well motivated individual, self star
ter, knowledge of Windows
95 loans and collections
helpful Please fax resume
to 502-444-9276,Attn
Sandra
NURSES Aide, PRN, work
as needed all shifts Must
be flexible & available We
are looking for a mature,
dependable person who
would enjoy working with
the elderly in a pleasant
family atmosphere We will
train you. Not a full-time
position. Hours & days will
vary. Apply in person Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View Dr, Murray
EOE.
PERMANENT part-time
market research cigarette
inventory auditor Knowledge of cigarettes preferred Reliable transportaCall
tion needed
314-532-7494
SALES- CEMETERY Be
one of the highest paid in
America Call 11am-4pm,
Mon-Sat, 753-2971

SHONEY'S Inn, 1503
ELECTRONIC INSTAL- North 12th St, Murray, KY
LATION TECHNICIAN. now accepting applications
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE for housekeeping and a
OF ELECTRONICS IN- part time maintenance
CLUDING TELEPHONES, worker Please apply in
HOME THEATER, SEC- person No phone calls
URITY, AUDIO AND please
VIDEO REQUIRED. CAMECHANIC
BLING EXPERIENCE RE- SKILLED
not
QUIRED. CALL FOR AP- ASE certified a plus but
to
POINTMENT required, must be willing
502-753-7567. MON take ASE tests CunningRepair,
THRU FRI 10AM-4PM, ham Auto
MURRAY TELEPHONE 753-6831
AND ELECTRONICS; 506
NORTH 12TH STREET,
MURRAY, KY.

Domestic
& Childcare

I

WAITRESSES and
Dancers wanted Doll
House Cafe $500+ weekly
901-642-4297

Moving to new modem facility April 1.

Need Inside
Salesperson
for expansion of local
compharmaceutical
pany. Salary based on

experience and pharmaknowledge.
ceutical
Pharmaceutical knowledge not mandatory
Successful candidate
should possess strong
communication and organizational skills

Call 753-6654
for more information.
070

Business
Opporlunky

COMPUTER Repair, Installation,Back-up Cal
Justin Crosser 759-8662
140

Want
To euy
ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all. Call
753-9433
CASH for G.I. Joe toys, old
or new 753-7185
CASH paid for good used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S. 12th,
Murray
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753-3633
WANTED Riding mowers
4-wheelers that need
work 436-2867
WANT to buy old western
saddle Call 759-9215 ask
for Ellen Leave message if
no one answers
WANT to buy, wheelchair
Call
wide model
502 492 8774
WOULD like to buy or trade
for Garcia, Goldie or ErinTy Beanie Babies Call
759-1824
150
Artkles
For Ssie
2 MATCHING mountain
bikes 8 brand new Pana
sonic camcorder
753-6348, after 3pm

Domestic
& Childcare

2 PIECE living room group
$15/week Call 753-4663

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Cal
Linda 759 9553

7FT Ford pull type grass
dipper, $600 6ft Bushhog
brand 3p1 hitch bushhog
$700 753 6556

HOUSE cleaning & corn
mercial cleaning Call Lori
474 8340
SENIORS need TLC tool
10 year experienced care
giver can give that to your
loved one $6 an hour Re
ferences available Call
753 2637 ask for Brenda
STATE Certified home day
care Mon Fri night time
positions available
Friendly safe environment
Provider with experience
and references Melinda
759 3176
WILL babysit in my home
Any shift Reasonable
rates Can 759 0302

LP gas insert with blower,
$200
guaranteed
759-2203
MAPLE trees You dig &
plant, $2 00/ea or I dig &
plant guarantee for 1yr,
$8 O0/ea Please no Friday evening or Saturday
calls, 753-0835
MOTORCYCLE helmets,
camoflauge clothing steel
toe work boots, camping
supplies Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield.
502-247-4704
PANASONIC laser printer,
model KXP 4450, excellent
condition, $350. Hydraulic
beautician/ barber chair,
old style, good condition,
$25. 435-4567

duce. Excellent condition,
$850 753-8802
Computers

ANTIQUE white wedding
dress train 8 veil Laced
&pearls size 8, $500 obo
Worn one time only
759 9824 after 4 00
FOR SALE 1997 Ty Bea
nie Baby Christmas Bear,
$75 Firm No trades please,
unless you have "Erin" Call
492 8566 after 4 30pm
FOR Sale Lift chair, like
new, $400 Red parrot with
c.age $300 437 4959

160

How
Furnishings
SOLID walnut Broyhill dining room table and 6
chairs. 421(66' long with
additional 18" leaf. Other
features include double
pedestal, padded upholstered chairs including captains chair. Good condition.
$400 Call 489-6168
WATERBED mattress &
heater, Sealy king size Hydropedic Posture-support
with maximum interior supports, waveless. $100.
492-8815.

GRAND Opening of Phase
2, over 130 dealers, March
28th & 29th, Twin Lakes
Mall,
Antique
502-362-2218 Between
KY Dam & Draffenville on
Hwy 641
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

Sports
Equipment
GUNS buy
436 5650

sell

trade

TURKEY Hunter's Dream
Remington SP10 semi
automatic 10ga shotgun
New in box 3 chokes 8
sling Never fired $750
492 8815

Firewood
l- IRE WOOF, $351 rick de
iivere.o 4i 4460

Various size suites
I,^/zilnut Plaza
104 N 5th

753-8302 or
753-9621
4 CAR shop for rent
753-4509

1981 14X70 2BR 14 bath
very nice $8,000 Must be
moved! 753-2043

OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Cen
ter 753-4509, 753-6612

1984 BUCCANEER 14X80
3br, 2 baths, appliances,
central heat & air, new carpet & underpinning Extra
nice 753-9866

SHOP for rent, $250/mo
plus deposit North of Mur
ray 753-4837 until 5pm

SMALL business or office
space Paid utilities
1986 14X80 CAVALIER 753-6106
3br, 2 bath, all appliances
included, new carpet, cenMust see!
tral h/a
ARE YOU LOOKING
502-489-2209
1994 16X80 MOBILE
Home in great condition
3br, 3 bath, vaulted ceilings
with large rooms Double
pane thermal tilt windows,
8" house insulation, w/d
hook-up, dishwasher, new
front porch with roof, rear
deck with privacy fenced
yard Call 753-6921 230
Riviera Cts $20,900.

1BR, up
$250'm
759 413

PROFESSIONAL couple
seeking to rent with possi
tole option to buy in wooded
area farm or lake region
762 1549

1 OR a
town Mu
tunity
certific
753-410

120

Apartments

1r--

for Rent
1 2 & 3BR seasonal & long
term Fully furnished 8 un
furnished Lakefront& lake
view Limited dock space
available 600tt from en
trance to Moores Resort on
Cali
Lake
KY
502-362-8121

1BR near university,'op
pliances furnished
$275/mo plus deposit No
pets References required
753-4181

FOR A RECESSION
PROOF CAREER IN MURRAY —
CALLOWAY COUNTY???

I have en OPPORTUNITY for 3 to 4 extremely talemed
8 successful in home closers

$45,000 + Per Year
Maio( benefits Company supplied pre-set appointments
No credit refusals Company training Hours workeo
days & evenings

Call If you are serious

Servall Termite & Pest Control

LOOK!! 5br, 3 full baths,
energy efficient only
$46,900 Buy now and
$ave thousands!! Dinkins
Mobile Homes, Inc, 2427 E.
Wood St, Paris, TN.
1-800-642-4891
VERY nice 1995 16X80
Belmont 2br, 2 bath, large
master bed & bath, all appliances stay & financing
possible Call 759-4981 after 5pm

RENT to own 14X80, 2br,
2 bath in Grogans Trailer
Park
Coleman RE,
753 9898

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent
COACH Estates/ Fox Moo
crows manufactured home
community Exclusive resi
denbal neighborhood with
city police/ fire protection
$95/mo includes city water/
sewer/ trash pick up South
16th at Canterbury
73 385')

'One
Do
Ill

about a career & are wiling lo work TA4 TIRED Of INTER
VIEWING people who only want to earn $3004400 per week
and that donl want to work • Call between 11-4 Mon Sat

1996 16X80, excellent condition Take over payments. 489-2122.

LARGE selection of
preowned homes Save!!!
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc,
2427 E Wood St, Paris,
TN 1-800-642-4891.

2BR, 1 I
w/o' hoc:
sit requu
1st 7
6 30pm

1BR Diuguid Dr, new Call
Coleman Realty 753 9898

Full-The Only • Must Be 25 753-3261

CHECK IT OUT!! Dinkins
Mobile Homes, Inc. 2427 E.
Wood St, Paris, TN, has
Just made a huge purchase
of quality built, energy efficient homes at special
prices. Dinkins is passing
those savings to you!! $ave
thousands!!!
1-800-642-4891

2BR 1
central
furnishe
$475/ini
month
753 290

1BR, available now, stove
refrigerator all utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

1996 16X80 4br, 2 bath on
1 acre north of Murray
753-0624

2BR trailer No pets Refer
ences needed
Call
753 9866

2110

Office Space

16X80 1996 CHAMPION
Like new, with large deck
Call 753-5229 7am-3pm
(ask for Angie)or after 4pm
call 492-8498

14X60 2BR, partially furnished 753-8108

Want
To Rent

Business
Ronisis

INSULATED metal building
41'X76'(3,116 square feet)
plus shed storage Con
crete floor, overhead doors
office, new natural gas
heat, fenced lot, available
immediately $550/mo plus
deposit 753-7724

WE'RE ready to do business on our new lot' Lovely
16X60 Clayton, very nice
len
Only $18,300, $500 cash
Urn &
back Loving home 16X80
Garden
3br, 2 baths, a real buy at
165 JOHN Deere, 12 Shp
$19,950. $500 rebate
753-7328
16X80 Waverlee, 3br. 2
212 JOHN Deere lawn trac- baths at the low price of
$19,290 with $500 cash
tor, 48" cut $1200
back 16X80 loving home
492-8614
with vinyl siding and shinALMO
COUNTRY gles, dishwasher & ice
STORE- Just Arrived For maker, unbeatable price of
Spring- Concrete critters $22,485 with $750 cash
and lawn ornaments! CA- back Weshvind 28X58.
LORAD IS HERE!! talk about luxury, 2X6
753-1934
walls, perimeter heat,
thermo windows, garden
tub plus shower stall in
master bath, sky lights in
SMALL Engine Repair Get
both baths, beautiful fire
your mower 8 tiller ready
place, 6 panel doors
for summer Call 753-0260
throughout. Delta faucets,
porcelain sinks, $1500
cash back Woodland Es
tales, 3975 641 North,
502-767-9787
12'6 DUALL 11 or 9f1
cycle
7ft
chisel plow MF
280
mower 4 16 John Deere
Mobile
plows 2 mechanical setter
Homes For Rent
units 1964 Ford 2 ton truck
16X80 4br, 2 bath on 1
needs booster 10ft JD
acre References 8 deposit
rolls of hay
90
9 87Large
dis
4
required 753 0624

2'0
LIKE new Kimball upright
piano, metal office desk
coffee table 8 end tabk
Gail 492-8 i 91z, attel

1BR ne
tor, w/d
furnishei
no pets
turn she
MF

310

100
Miscellaneous

ARE you ready? Flexible
work hours You're the
boss Excellent products
100% satisfaction guaranteed Unlimited wages! A PRINCESS Diana Bear,
short presentation_ No obli- $400 obo. 763-2751.
gation, at Coach Estates,
PROM DRESSES: Black
trailer D-1, Tuesday March
w/sequins. size 9/10 Teal
24th 8pm For more into call
green w/sequins & beads,
7-53-4131
size 11/12. Both worn one
time only Call 753-0943
after 4:30pm
Approx
FOR Rent
1700sq ft warehouse PROM Dresses. Long royal
space or convert to office blue, beaded, silver/ teal
space 12th 8 Story street, accents, $275. Long black
Murray 12ft overhead
crepe, crisscross back,
door Contact Nathan at
$175. Long creme, $150.
502-575-6200
Size 5/7, 753-7702, Make
STAY at home moms! Earn Offer! Must Sell!
full-time money working
SEE us for your barn or roof
part-time hours with this
metal Cut to length Covhome based business
ers 36 inches, many colors
Proven to work Call
Economy Metal & Supply
1-800-230-1182. ext 01 for
Co 489-2722
a free wholesale catalog.
TREK 850 mountain bike,
WORK From Horne. Earn excellent condition. Call
the benefits you deserve, 753-8197.
Call
high paying
TRUCK CAMPER TOP1-800-981-9105.
PER, Century brand, paand
Murray
in
live
can
YOU
cific green teal color.
own this educational supply Bought for 1996 Ford XLT.
center Your customers are Very good condition
not only local but there is a Ready to use. $700 Call
strong Tennessee base of 753-4131.
teachers as well as other
dryer,
states You can supply pro- WASHER/
Call
ducts from literature mater- $19 95/week
ials to basketballs Call Re- 753-4663
becca at Century 21 Loretta XEROX 5614Z office coJobs Realtors, 753-1492
pier. Warranty, enlarge/ re120

am,
p.m.
p.m.
p m.
p m.
p.m.

VISA

210

060

020

020

Just Say "Charge It"

Fri. 11
Fri. 3
Mon 3
Tues. 3
Wed. 3
Thurs. 3

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru

Shopping

Deadline

Day & Time

Publish Day

Reader Ads

Very nil
rnents
miles trc
la *4 d
dishwas
ter
cluded
13110EtS r
March
$315ir
8am 4pr
5pm

Is now taking applications for a
bookkeeping position. Must have
bookkeeping experience including
accounting & computer skills.
Apply in person at

1604 Hwy 121 North, Murray.

Immediate Position
Available

P;
Watel

Free

Int
& fspr
build
Iii
build
tions
start
basis
work

Customer Service Clerk Needed. Full
time position with benefits. Must have
computer experience, communications skills and work well with the
public.
Send resume with references to

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

SALES REPRESENTATIVE
WANTED
Regional office equipment dealership has an immediate opening for
an experienced Sales Representative in an established territory.
No overnight travel required. Sales
experience preferred. Benefits include salary & bonus, spiff program, health insurance, 401K plan,
paid vacation, and company car
furnished. Please send resume to
P.O. Box 487, Mayfield, Ky.
42066.

Ne
Fort

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
MATTEL, INC. the world's leading play
company, has an opening for an Adminisua
Live Assistant at its Murry, Ky. facility
Qualifications include well developed COMputer skills in Windows 95/Mic rosoft Oft ice.
Excellent written and verbal communication
skills. Prefer a minimum of two years
administrative experience with an associate
degree in computer science or business
administration. Mattel offers a comprehen
sive salary and benefits package in a last•
paced, progressive work environment Please
send your resume with current alary to

2 m
(a
WIt

Oda
0 Are

/E3

Are
valt
E) furl

MATTEL, [NU.
Employment Manager
307 Poor Farm Road F..
Murray, Ky. 42071-9564
Fax - 502-767-1304

0
E3

AlATTEI. Is AN 1.1()l'Al.
OITORTIINITY

0

0

K

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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2BR central gas rya appliances furnished
$300/mo Coleman RE
753 9898

1BR new stove & refrigerator w,c1 $270 1 or 2br
furnished $255 Deposit,
no pets downtown Water
furnished 753-4937 8 5
MF

2BR duplex in Northwood
No pets
$375/mo
759 4406

1BR upstairs near MSU
$250/mo plus deposit
759 4138
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray Equal Opportunity Housing. HUD/ KHC
certificates accepted
753-4109
28R 1 bath with carport,
central h/a, appliances
furnished w/d hookup,
$475/ino, 1 yr lease, 1
month deposit No pets,
753 2905 or 753-7536
2BR, 1 bath, all appliance,
w/d hook-up, lease & deposit required Available April
1st 759 1476, after
6 30pm

2BR duplex, central hia
stove refrigerator, dis
hwasher, w/d hook-up Col amen RE 753-9898
2BR duplex. 1'4 bath, all
appliances 1551-B, Martin
Heights, $500/mo plus de
posit 753 5344

2BR duplex, nicely furnished, w/d hook-up, carport No pets Close to cam
pus $375/mo 1609 Farmer Ave 753-0919 or
1-800-589-7956
2BR duplex, 2 full baths,
w/d hook-up, appliances
furnished Central h/a, private deck, garage
$500/mo, deposit & 1yr
lease 753-5524 days,
753-6854 nights
2BR tri-plex, Cambridge
Subdivision, appliances
furnished. $445/mo. $445
No pets
deposit
435-4294.

RENTED

KENTUCKY Lake Lake
land Wesley Village 1br
apartment utilities in
cluded. rent based on in
come 62 & older or handi
cap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354 8888
MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS Make it
your homei Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central tea laundry
facilities Office hours
8am-5pm
Mon Fri
(502)753-8668, Equal
Housing Opportunity

LAWN TREATMENTS
• licensed & Insured
• Pr's lawn &noire
• Locally Owned & Operated

VERY nice 2br, 1'4 baths
Townhouse. Appliances
furnished w/washer &
dryer, $500/mo, lyr lease,
1 mo deposit No pets
753-2905, 753-7536.

• Spray Truck Capability

753-5726
808 Coldwater Rd.
'Across from Super America."

330

Room
For Rea
room
SLEEPING
$150/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898

.0.c, MORRIS
Does
'
lt All

r a
ave
ing
Bs.

ay.

Replacement
4004,,
ROME ikipRovEMEN widwis

310

Houses
For Rent
1807 COLLEGE Farm Rd.
2 or 3br house. No lease.
$350/mo. Call 753-7334
and leave message.

Painting - Siding - Roofing - Plumbing
Water Damage - Pest Damage - Structural Repair
Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates

(502) 759-4599

Interest rates are low, building costs arc du x% n
& spring is near. Now is a good time to think about
building.
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. With blueprints & specifications we can give you a contract price before we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We also do remodeling, roofing & concrete
work. Large or small.

2BR, 2 bath, no pets,
$450/mo plus deposit
North of Murray. 753-4837
until 5pm.
2BR, 2 bath, unique barn
house, Hwy 121 S.
$350/mo. All appliances
furnished. 436-5753.

Building Contractors, Inc.

ave
cathe

(502) 753-8343

9t.RD-TECH
437-4723

to

LL own CAgi

IN=

IE

2BR brick, $400/mo plus
deposit 753-4663.
2BR house came to university. $375/mo, $375 deposit. No pets. References
required. 753-7535 after
6pm.
3BR, 2Y: bath, gas central
h/a, $750/mo. Mayfield
Coleman RE, 753-9898
3BR,2 bath, Murray S 9th
$495/mo plus secunty deposit. 474-2520.
3BR brick, central hla,
Hazel. Coleman RE
753-9898.

Kent Price Plumbing, Inc.

)nrY•
es
in)g-

:ar
to
(y.

MOWING
TRIMMING
MULCHING
SEEDING
FERTILIZING
DIRT WORK
GRASS BAGGING
LEAVES
GUTTERS

Wel give you bock
'mow lime' to
do *bat you Ike to do!
FULLY INSURED
CALL NOW FOR SCHEDULE
Commercial or Residential
&mom:able Rotes • Ask for Noah Of Tiny

9/for

502-247-9878
Toll Free 1-888437-1175
Hy. Lic. #5942
Sewer & Drain Cleaning
Residential Service & New
Homes. No Job Too Small.

3BR, central h/a, all appliances furnished, carport
& 2 car garage, 4 miles
south of Murray. No pets,
$575/mo, deposit & lease
required. 436-2113.

Get The Right Price & Service For All
Your Plumbing Needs.

3BR house in
753-4509

•

Murray

i• 3BR, living

room, dining,
kitchen, stove & refrig, furnished, w/d hookup, central
gas heat. Very reasonable
utilities, $450/mo,deposit &
lease required 605 Sycamore. 753-0919 or
1-800-589-7956

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to
ilay
Ua
It),
MIt
ICC
1011

2 & 3BR in Murray & Lynngrove. Lease & deposit required. Equal Opportunity
Housing, HUD/ KHC certificates accepted. 753-4109
2BR, 1 bath, gas heat,
stove & refrigerator furnished, w/d hook-up.
$325/mo. 1mo deposit. No
pets 753-2905.

Bruce Green

Wiggins Furniture

HOMES for rent 753-4444

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri.. Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

IN Town 2br on main level,
plus additional four rooms
for bedrooms'or playrooms
on lower level Gas heat
Large backyard $450 per
month plus deposit Also 1
mile from city, 2 bedroom
with finished upstairs, $375
plus deposit Each avail
able immediately
753-7724

Are You Looking For Security?

0 Are you in need of a place to store your 0
0 valuables? There's no need to look any 0
0 further -- we have what you need!
Security Gate • Low Rates
0
Call Today At
()
01
0
WAREHOUSES
MINI
0 KEY
0 1850 State Route 121 South, Murray KY 420710

0

$1,40

753-5562

0

EASTSIDE

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

LAND NEAR THE LAKE
We have lots & small farms
for sale near Kentucky
Lake Sizes range from 210
20 acres Prices go from
$4,800 to $30500 Call
Bob Rodgers at COL DWELL BANKER WOODS
ASSOCIATES
&

CREEKVIEW Self storage 753-1651
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
135
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

Hwy 299
Mini Storage

Pave%

489-6166
489-2796

TIRED of big utility bills?
We have a newly decorated
apt for you. $225/mo. No
753-3949 or
pets
748-5924.

*, top qua.tiO, MAarCill
oxalis/4o is tows!
YOU-HAUL OR rOgLIVERY*1isow

MALEY LAWN & LANDSCAPE SVC.

n1

998

yeas

3 STORY A-FRAME (within
walking distance) of Kentucky Lake 2/3 Bedroom. 1
bath, apprx 1600sq ft
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
24x30 detached 2 car gar
3-4br house w/washer &
age, w/attic storage, 24s32
dryer, furnished, near
carport, w/storage, 8x10
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm. C-STORAGE, 10x15 stor- shed, all on apprx 1 acre of
age units, 4th St & Syca- ground. 2 Lake accesses(1
753-0606 after 5pm
more E Next to Cunning- private, 1 public) nearby
NICE 2br, 1 bath apart- ham Auto Repair Apprx 14 miles East of Murment, all appliances Great 753-3571
ray. $95,000. Serious inlocation Call k4ur-Cal Requiries only. Shown by apalty 753-4444
pointment. Call 474-8704
Neon Beach
5pm, or leave
after
NOW available- lbr apartMini-Storage
message
ment, furnished and paid
All Size Units
utilities. Lease and deposit
required. Near downtown
Available
DOUBLE lot with new sepNo pets. 436-2755
system, ready for home
tic
753-3853
or trailer. Located in lake
NOW renting 1,2 & 3 bedfront subdivision with pnroom apartments. Mur-Cal NORTHWOOD storage
vale boat ramp. $9,900
Apartments, 902 North- presently has units availfirm. 759-4696.
wood Dr, Murray, KY able. 753-2905 or
759-4984. Equal Housing 753-7536
1-10
Opportunity.
PRACTICALLY New: (1)
2br & (2) lbr apts for rent
Nice. 753-5731.

41i1
0il-01
1/ OH)

..-44.

Reel
Estate

Roads

1 & 2 BEDROOM APTS
Very nice 1 & 2br apart
ments in Farmington (11
miles from Murray) Central
la yv d stove refrigerator
dishwasher provided Wa
ter & trash pick up in
cluded No pets Refer
°noes required Available
March 1st Starts at
762 4483
$315(mo
Barn 4pm or 345 274.9 after
5Prn

stove
Wines
in RE

MARCH 24

r130

Swap

Apartments
For Rent

IJ

TUESDAY

NICE lbr, no pets, lease &
deposit required 753-0728
after 4pm
SMALL 3br house 1603/,
Olive $285/mo 492-8225
WELL kept 2br brick, next
to park Oak & tile floors,
dining room, walk-in
closets, appliances, w/d,
gas heat Deposit & 1yr
leaSe $400/mo 489 2741

641 Storage

Lola
For Sail

All Sizes
Available

1.75 ACRES Rockhouse
Creek Estates $15,000
436-5733

753-5585

4 LAKE lots in New Concord off Hwy 118. Less than
10 miles from Paris Landing. Call 901-642-9963
% ACRE lots fix sale 6
miles North of Murray.
753-2592

COMMERCIAL retail bldg, BEAUTIFUL building lots in
1800sq ft, 306 Main St, or joining the city limits of
Hazel, KY. 492-8164 Murray. 753-5541.
1lam-4:30pm.
JUST now on the market
SIX acres located north and and located near Special
inside of city limits zoned Events Center. Natural
for highway business Ideal gas, city water & sewer
for hotel, restaurant, retail nearby. Permitted used:
stores, shopping complex, grocery stores, restaurplanned unit develope- ants, drugstores, motels, or
ment Call Century 21 have a planned developLoretta Jobs Realtors, ment project. Access on
two streets. Call Century 21
753-1492.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492
at
Psis
& Supplies

LOTS for sale. Various
sizes & locations to meet
ADORABLE German She- your needs. Call 753-9950
Mon -Fri,
pherd mix puppies. Free to 7am-4pm
762-0009
or
759-1828
good home. 753-3600
days, 753-3114 after 5pm. 5prn-9pm Mon-Sun.
Leave message if no
160
answer.
Homes
AKC Registered Bassett
For Sale
Hounds Ready 3/28/98
1400 DIUGUID. 2br log
$200 489-2964
home waarge lot for deveDOG obedience classes or lopment. $53,903. Not for
17
prrvate. Serving Murray
rent. 502-927-8493.
years. 436-2858

1YRld5br2,, bath 2 car
garage over 3100sq ft
under roof City utilities on
wooded lot in Sherwood
Forest Lots of extras be
low appraised value
$151 500 CaN 753-6098
2700 SO FT brick & vinyl
home 3br. 3 bath CH&A
Detached 2 car garage &
shop Cathedral ceiling in
LA with large fireplace
Great country location
Convienent to Murray &
Mayfield 435-4318
2 STORY brick house. approx 3600 sq ft, 4 bedrooms, upstairs bonus
room, 24 bathrooms, for
rnal dining room, office or
Irving room, family room
kitchen, utility. Nice hardware floors, Berber carpeting and tile flooring. Great
storage and closet space
House has 2 heating & air
units City utilities, electric
& gas Great extras such as
lOtt ceilings, doors, transits, act Call 753-3966 for
appointment to see
38R, 11, bath, central h/a
deck, carport, 24X40 de
tached garage, fenced
backyard. 1'h miles east of
Murray. House & lot or
acreage available
753-8819 4pm-8pm.
3BR, 2 bath, vinyl sided
home with 2 car garage, 20
acres farmland, stocked
pond fenced, high ground
Must seel (502)354-9907
3BR brick ranch 1400sq tt
1641 Hamilton 753-8041
ARCHITECT designed
solar home on 18 acres
Near Irvin Cobb Resort
3br, 11, baths, Cypress
beam ceilings, custom
woodwork & ceramic tile
throughout. Stone work by
local artist, walk-in pantry,
root cellar & greenhouse
Large shop with attached
equipment shelter
436-2669_
BEAUTIFUL lake home at
Anderson Shores, 2 minutes from water on 1 acre
with large garden 2-3br, 2
bathrooms, sunroom, full
dnve-in basement, deck
with water garden, central
h/a, wood stove & boat
house. Call 502-435-4585
BRICK ranch style 4br, 1:5
mile West
bath 2 acres,
Call
Lynn Grove
502-435-4128
BY Owner.3br, 2 bath brick
home, deluxe interior, 106
Williams, 3 blk to MSU,
$99,900. 767-0895
BY owner- 3BR brick on 1 5
acre shady lot in view of SW
Elementary. Immediate
possession, reduced to
sell 489-2756.

Livestock
& Supplies

Location! Leaden! 804 S. 1648 St.
Beautiful wooded lot 105x250, 3 BR. 211s bath aU downaairs,
bonus morn up w 2,850 sq. ft. living space. Huge walk-in attic
(could be finished) & 24124 ausched garage w 3,458 sq. ft.
Central H/AC, L.R, dining, kitchen-den combo w/fireplace &
hardwood floors, nice clowns, utihty morn what:wage cabinets,
swoon% patio & grilL
A MUST SEE! 759-0700

• I-

Real
Estate
10+ ACRES, Hardwood
trees,9/10 of a mile from Ky
Lake. Good homesite, pnvale entrance off of main
road, $28,000. Serious inquiries only please. Call
474-8704

3 Br., 2 Bath, large family room, fireplace w/gas
logs, new carpet, paint and wallpaper throughout
home. Beautiful, heated 20x40 inground pool with
pool house, new gas pool heater. Covered patio
and extensive decking. Beautifully landscaped
yard -- fenced backyard. Split bedroom floor plan.

Immediate Possession 901-536-3969

ACCUTECH
D

IG,NS

D

FTLNG
GLEN MA

III IS

26 ACRES corner of Hwy
464 & 783 615-331-7814

Custom Home Plans
5 ACRES, Puryear, TN,
$12,500 $1,000 Down,
$100/mo No mobile
homes, 15 min to KY Lake
& Paris Will take 4 wheel
in
trade
ATV
901-247-5643

HOUSE for sale by owner
2br, 1 .4 bath, great neigh
borhood, recent remodel
759-9323
NEW custom built 3br. 2
bathroom home with optional 1400 sq ft of living
space upstairs, natural gas,
2 car garage with wid3
driveway Located in North
Villa Subdivision, Lot *2,
Metcalf Lane. McDaniel
Construction
(502)436-2766.
REDUCED- 4br. 3,4 bath,
6 other large rooms, deck,
gazebo/ hot tub, extensive
landscaping, 2 fireplaces,
many upgrades, new root
ext paint, 3 lots $202,000
753-4882

1994 CHEVROLET Lumina 'passenger all
power c.c1 player extra
Call
sharp $8200
753 amps

199' CHEVY extend.
cab 3dr 4X4 15X>
miles 435 4362
1997 TOYOTA Tacon
4X4 auto red sham
$17000 753 8413

1989 DODGE PU ',. ton
red Cummins diesel good
condition 489-2
Campers

1991 FORD 4X4 F150 Lar
at 1 owner 77 XXX miles
so pis pb bit cruise etc
58.500 435-4656

1989 JAYCO 29ft sleeps
designer series $7 60.
May be seen at 1606 Mille
753-0932 or 753-5898

1991 FORD F 150 ex
tended cab $5,000
489 2989
1992 MAZDA 132600 ex
tended cab automatic air
Ciean 435-4330

1987 16 FT Bayliner 50i
$2,500 753 0563

•
CUSTOM IUTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORYUNG

All Types Of.

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Dro;:: r:,), and see
1.1...,-IPA•+

SOUTHERN BEAUTYTwo story with 4 bedrooms
2'.', baths, study, sunroom,
fireplace front porch, deck,
wooded lot in Campbell Estates, $181,900 759-1830/
762-3808
SOUTHWEST Villa- 3t,
bath, living room with
cathedral ceilings, dining
room, kitchen with breakfast room, double car garage, lots of storage, fenced
backyard with 12X20 outbuilding. Call 753-5761 for
appointment
a7n

L.r s'
.

:it..

sosevki.s Pressure

Rs

502-436-2102
Pree Estimates
Carecl and Operated By
Joseph Lamb

Full Line of Equipmen' •
Satisfaction
Guaranteed

lietorcycles
1993 Kawasaki KX250,
added accessories. Excellent condition $1850
759-2562,

1:1111pm way
Vehicles
1988 JEEP Wrangler, good
condition, new top
759-4936 after 6pm

1996 CHEROKEE country
4X4, local, one owner low
miles $1 8,500 firm
435-4423

490

Used
Cars
1986 MERCURY Sable
air, cruise, $1,000
382-2331

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange
financing if you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st
time buyers, bad credit, repo's or
bankruptcy. Call Kenny
at (502) 247-9300 or
(800) 874-0256.

Tucker Lawn Care 1
Service
Mowing. Trinuning. Edging.
Clippings Removal & Mulching

Free Estimates
Ph. 502-759-9609

1987 BUICK Park Avenue
fully loaded, $2200
759-5858

Site Plans
Drafting
(
Phone.

l\11 N I
\II trek AN. ANN
l'holic

1987 MONTE Carlo SS
65.XXX actual miles black
fully loaded Call after 5pm
436 5473

mb Brothers

1992 GRAND Am SE V6
2dr, straight, clean Good
car $4,950 436-5580 after
5pm
1992 PONTIAC Bonneville
SE loaded, excellent con
dition. high miles Day
753 5341, night 767 9503
1993 CHRYSLER LeBaron
convertible, excellent con
$8500 obo
dition
759 2174 after 5pm
1993 MAZDA Mate red
5sp 1 owner, adult driven
71 XXX miles $9 500 obo
759 4480
1994 GRAND Prix SE
58,XXX miles. loaded. V6
Don't want to sell, but must
Sharpl $8,700 759-2156

KIRKSEY area 7 acre
tract Call Mur Cal Realty
753 4444

1995 AQUA Corvette
$24,900
loaded
759-2203

Hanging, Finishing & Repairs
FREE ESTIMATES

Phone
(502)436-5393 or 436-5955
'' •••:.•••••,•,•;\••••••;.,,,:•,•••••\ •
•••••::

Tree Service

502-430-5744
2.-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED Fn. Estmsfaies
21 Hr
Halo Trsouneei
Tree Sprdryiwg
/nu/ A Stump
Removal

1990 MITSUBISHI Sigma
112,XXX miles, leather in
tenor, automatic, a/c am
fm tape $1,950 759-4480

HALEY A0praisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes'all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

1991 FORD Aerostat ran
pre pA maroon very good
condition
$5 500
527 1897

1987 MAZDA 323 4dr
5sp, gold, new condition
high mileage Asking
$3000 Call 502 762-0061
Mon & Wed

$139,000.

.130

FOR Sale or Trade- 2 story
log home 3800 sq ft, 13
acres fenced with pond,
30'X60 shop, 120'X50'
barn 24X36' barn, 18*X36'
barn 24'X40' equipment
shed Phone 753-7687

199-) DODGE SLT Dual'
ns rurbo dies,
autc,matc. all power rL
i::cards facto
.7nrorre wheel cover
s,ngie -at) towing par.
age white 70x xx mil€
Garage kept maintenan
record $1 7 500 000d co
ditior Call 474 8704 at, •
5pm Serious inquires oi
please

1993 CHEVY 4dr Blazer,
$9,000 Call 759-9404 after
5pm

HORSE Boarding now
available. New facilities
with indoor arena, tack
room & wash bay. Partial or
full board available. 3 miles
from town. 502-753-8506.
WANTED: 20 Head of
sheep to shear at The
Homeplace- 1E150 in Land
Between The Lakes at no
charge to you. Needed
April 8-10, 1998. Contact.
at
Lawson
Gary
or
931-232-6457
5 0 2 - 9 2 4 - 20 20 ,
8 45am-4 30pm.

DUPLEX near campus
$29 500 Reduced for quick
sale 898-8564 after 7prn
No Realtors Please

1978 C-30 CHEVY van
ton with 350 & extended
cargo Very reliable
$1,000 Call 759 1663
leave message

FOR SALE

1 SPOTTED 6mo old registered walking colt. 1 11yr
old registered saddle trail
horse.(2) lyr old registered
walking colts 759-4130 or
753-6675.

CHICKS, Ducks, Gem &
Turkeys. Call to order now!
Chick day April 15th. Farmers Farmacy, 759-2248.

gas h/a Large front & back
porches Almond ap
phances refrigerator
fr
dishwasher, dis
ting
posalred Call after 5pm
(502)753-4105 Owner

1989 JEEP Cherokee
Loredo, excellent condition (502)674-5885

390

CHAROLAIS- Pure bred
bulls.
&
heifers
502-522-8005

BY Owner 5yr oid 1 800 sq
ft 31x 2 bath cozy country
acre lot 5
charmer on
miles west of Murray in
Stella Vaulted ceilings in
Irving dining kitchen, mas
ter bedroom bath Oak par
quet entry with neutral carpeting throughout Central

1995 WHITE Chevy Monte
Carlo $10,500 Call
759 9404 after 5pm
1996 COUGAR, great car
every option Full leather
V 8 25 XXX miles
$14300 obo 492 6138

Tree Triwg
Cliseslimp Servsze
Full Lem of
Eqmspoweru
‘r

,.PICTURE PERFECT
LAWN SERVICE
Carlle Staples
753-7083
Seeding
\
Lawn Cleanup),
Bed Mulching

Mowing

Fertilizing
Leaf Removal
Edging

•,1
.A1-111ONIAlarkitt•
AVieAltiN-' _S14

Lamb Brothers
Roofing Company
We do any & all types of roofing
Family Owned & Operated
Paul Lamb

759-6081 • 436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Fres Estimator • 24 hour Emergency Service

TUESDA1

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

530

530

Sonless
Offered

sin

S.30
Services
Offend

Services
wend

Services
Offered

•

Allied
Tree Service
Affordable
Prices

759-5353

Leave Massage
Pres Faittrnatss and
Lie. Inn.

SiMOS

Offered
S
lat'.

r, 1,s

A TREE SERVICE
...a, tree spray
ak,,y hedge trim
indscaping mulch
& mulch spreading
,tfeanIng Licensed
Fuli line of equip
ree estimates Tim
3 7r: t
4 36 - 5 7 4 4 .
i-01-546-5262.
professionals
•
•nmova, tree spray
-•••• ).g, Murray Callo
nty since 1980
• h -•-ates 43' 3044

'Z'OttlerS COM

.Thre Mowing
iandsci•aping
or 436-5791

ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
niture repair it custom
woodworking 753-8066

APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL.
ADAM'S HOME IM- DEPENDABLE
PROVEMENTS. 502-767-9552.
Remodeling Repairs Inside A Out No Job Too APPLIANCE REPAIR All
Small 759 9906
brands Kenmore 30,

49,

A l

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs, sidewalks. driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling junk clean-up
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436 2867

years experience BOBBY
HOPPER. 436-5848
BACKHOE Service- small
jobs driveways, box blade,
rotteralling, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835

AFFORDABLE, quality,
building you'll be proud of! BASEMENTS & Homes
Residential construction, Sub & General contracting
remodeling roofing, vinyl Insulated concrete forms
siding. porches, decks, (R32) StyroCrete builders.
or
fencing. concrete & ma- 502-436-2007
502-436-5264.
sonry And home repairs.
Free estimates 753-8007, BOB'S Plumbing Service
Elite Building
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584
APPLIANCE REPAIRS Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work BRIAN'S LANDSCAPING
and parts warranted Ask Tree removal, Mulch, Affor Andy at The Appliance fordable Prices Free Estimates 759-5353
Works, 753-2455

Sterba to present
humanistic forum
lames P. Sterba will give the
presentation in the 1997-1998
1.anistic Studies College Forum
w, at 7 p.m., March 25 in the
TalftCr Auditonum at Murray
,̀
versify, The title of his talk
to Reconcile Alternative
of Justice." Sterba will
'Aar-like and non-warlike
7econciling opposing conrif justice. After developopposing views of the
o he will argue for a nonway of reconciling them.
S ha will present the libertarian
cid the socialist conceptions of
as two opposing conceptions
iustice. The central contrast beween a libertarian and a socialist
,riception of justice is usually put
hi,.way. Libertarians take the ideal
iitierty to be the ultimate political
ft.ted upon the claim that liberty
ilkirriate political ideal, liberat-iar, claim it follows that nothing
!1,. irc than a minimal or night watchstate can be justified.
In contrast, socialists take the
teal of equality to be the ultimate
tical ideal. Based upon the claim
at equality is the ultimate political
ideal, socialists claim that it follows
oily a state that socializes the
of production- can be justi-

•

tt resolve this conflict between
two opposing conceptions of
Sterba will argue(1)that the

libertarian ideal of liberty (the absence of interference by other people from doing what one wants or is
able to do) implies or leads to a
universal right to welfare, and (2)
that the recognition of this universal
right to welfare in turn leads to the
equalization of resources characteristic of a socialist state.
In short, Sterba will argue, from
premises peacefully taken from the
libertarian's own conception of justice, that libertarians should be
socialists.
Sterba is professor of philosophy
at the University of Notre Dame
where he teaches moral and political
philosophy.
He has written more than 150
articles and published 16 books,
including "How to Make People
Just," "Social and Political Philosophy," "Feminist Philosophies,"
"Earth Ethics" and "Morality in
Practice," which is now in its fifth
edition. His latest book,"Justice for
Here and Now" is forthcoming this
April from Cambridge University
Press.
He is past president of the International Society for Social and
Legal Philosophy, the American
Section, past president of Concerned Philosophers for Peace and
past president of the North American Society for Social Philosophy.
He has lectured widely in the United
States, Europe, and the Far East.

Read Start screening,
registration scheduled
,'A.N pact of the ongoing Child Find
f irL, of the Calloway County

,

Preschool/Head

Start

-i•cr,•:4 and registration will be

led for children who will be
ears 01 age before Oct. 1,
•-• at the Calloway County Pre-, 'enter March 27 from I to 5
!, march 28 from 9 a.m. to 3
and March 30 from 3 to 6 p.m.
Ito Preschool Center is located
ui the C'alloway County High
..1. and an appointment can be
h) calling 759-9408 between
,Las of 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
▪
\ through Friday.
tic preschool program is a
effort between the Cal., ounty School District and
m.,!ray Head Start and is avail)r Lhildren who meet eligir,i,,r la in at least one of three
,ncorne guidelines, the prelisahi I ay,or other at-risk
t,
;,
of this program is to
in being better pre-

pared for entering the primary educational programs at the elementary
level.
Children are provided with developmentally appropriate activities
designed to assist in their acquisition of physical, social, self-help,
mental, and communication skills.
There is also an emphasis on parental involvement and participation.
In order to complete registration
for the Preschool/Head Start program,a parent or legal guardian must
bring the following information: a
copy of the legal birth certificate, a
Kentucky certificate of immunization, the child's social security number, and income verification.
If any of these items are not
available at the time of the child's
appointment, information cards for
obtaining these required documents
will be provided. Parents or legal
guardians of any child who will be 3
or 4 years of age before Oct. 1 are
urged to call for an appointment.

Rodeo Club auction set
1.!:%:rs of the Murray State
s!I Rodeo Club will sponsor
V
1:1 , I annual "Cowboys for
.itit
t
aut.:ion at the West Kentucky
'enter, March 26 at 7:30
Iii addition, a free chili supper
sereel beginning at 7 p.m.
'iah tommy Yeater said Cow I'.,' for ('ash raised around $1,800
.11 for the MS,U Rodeo Team
Ar id
fun for everyone who
yated. He said the students
in host it again this year to
'Iif.11 ,ht. y b-cf f ire they begin their
lirifig traveling rodeo sche-

dule.
As participants in Cowboys for
Cash, cowboys and cowgirls agree
to donate two hours of labor to the
person who makes the highest bid
for their service. Suggested jobs
include yard work, baby-sitting,
cleaning services, car wash, etc. A
minimum bid of $8 is required for
each student.
The public is invited to attend
both the chili supper and auction.
For more information, call Yeater at
(502) 762-3039 or 767-0598.

CALL TODAY

ADIIIII
LAWN CARE

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec
bon, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436 2113

DID ROOFING-- Call us
for all of your roofing needs
436-2613
ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC New construc-

tion, rewiring, mobile home
hookups. elsctrical mainteCOLSON Hor is Repairs nance and repair Call anyAddax is genes. decks, time Murray. 762-0001
remod sling. inyl siding cella 519-1592
Call Billy at
20yrs experience
753-5592
FENCING- Midway Fence
CONSTRUCTION & Company Chain link, wood
REPAIR- Free estimates & vinyl at reasonable
FREE QUO- E
Remodeling,fencing, deck- prices 759-1519
ing, roofing & electrical
489-2832
GARDEN tilling, bushhogBONE ELECTRIC- Corn
ging, small jobs, driveways
meraal & Residential 7
days per week 24hr CUSTOM BUILT wooden graded with box blade. Geremergency service Kim decks, fencing, pole barns, ald Carroll 492-6159.
(Kemp) Bone Johnny sheds,carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent work- GUTTERS, Quality SeamBone )502)435-4007
manship Affordable rates less Aluminum gutters, gutter maintenance, gutter
753-7860
CARPET cleaned by Cert
supplies, variety of colors.
to
Techs Any room up
Licensed, affordable
300sf only $30.00 Murray CUSTOM bulldozing and prices. West KY Seamless
backwie
work,
septic:
sysCarpet & Upholstery CleanGutters, 753-0278.
tems, 354-8'51 after 4pm,
ing 7534300 anytime
Hor2ce Shot Ir.
CARPET INSTALLATION
.AILER CANDIDATE:
INC. By qualified installers DAVID'S Cieaning Ser- 22yrs experience as a corWe install carpet, vinyl, tile, vices. 'Cleaning" vinyl sid- rections professional.
hardwood 8 laminated ing, homes, mobile homes, Trained & educated to profloors Residential or Com- boats, brick driveways, vide full-time community
mercial 759-1591
parking lots, all exterior protection & save taxpaycleaning, acid cleaning ers money. Compare the
CHIM Chim Chimney available David Borders, qualifications & hire PHIL
Sweep chimmiy cleaning Insured, Completely Mo- HAZLE to be your new
kind of jailer. Paid for by
service, 10% senior dis- bile. Phone 502-759-4734
Phil Haile,
Cellular 502-853-1108.
counts. 435-0'06
Mowing &
Trimming

489-2929

HARDWOOD FLOOR,in- LAWN mowing at reasonstallation and finishing able rates Dependable
Custom design Affordable service North of Murray
r Met 753-7860
preferably Free estimates
753-3993
JEFF'S LANDSCAPINGLawn installation & renova- LAWN mowing Guaran
bon Landscape mainte- teed work Free estimates
nance Top soil, mulch, pea 435-4423
gravel hauled Weekly MICHAEL'S Transmission
mowing, edging & trim- complete overhaul on late
ming. 753-7039
model, domestic, overdrive
transmissions ASE Certified in automabc & manual
LAMB Brother Home Im- dnvo transmissions Call
provements, remodeling, 753-0152
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates 436-2269
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick-up & delivery.
LAMB Brothers Moving 753-5668.
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed & In- MORRIS Mobile Home
sured Luke Lamb Movers- Local & Out Of
502-436-5950
State Moving. Licensed &
LAWN Care- Mowing Insured. 767-9630.
mulching, landscaping. MULCH delivered Murray,
Reasonable, responsible, 436-5560.
dependable. Call Terry
Joe, 753-4679.
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service. 436-5255
LAWN Maintenance Inc
fAowing, mulching, trim- RICK'S Roofing: Tear offs,
ming & removal, total yard re-decking, shingle and
roofs, and repairs.
care. Free estimates rubber
Free
22yrs exestimates.
759-9577perience. 502-437-4559

LAWN mower- ATV repair
& service. Free pick-up &
delivered. 435-4460.
LAWN mowing, reasonable
& satisfactory. 759-4659.

SUREWAY Tree & Stomp

Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, Insured Estimate available
759-4690
WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured Over
20 years experience Roofing, additions vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592
WANTED yards to mow
Reasonable rates
759-1309
WE clean up leaves and
mow lawns Call for estimate Cost Cutters
502-527-3454
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, Microwaves. Free
estimates Authorized
dealer for 16-inch Digital
Satellite & Dish Network
Free info. Mon-Fri, 1-530
753-0530.
560

RUDOLPH'S LAWN
CARE. Reliable, experienced service. Mowing, FREE Rottweiller/ Sharpei
trimming, etc. Free esti- puppy. 15wks old. 3 shots.
mates. 502-753-9095.
759-3510 ask for Elizabeth.

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

might not have the energy to follow
through. You point of view will
HAPPY BIRTHDAYfor Wednesday, change substantially as events ocMarch 25, 1998:
cur. You might become difficult and
Your magnetism, energy and cour- controlling. Try to see someone in
age work in your favor this year. But the same light. Take a walk to let off
you need to know when it's time to steam. Tonight: Wind down early.
step back. Work on your timing,and SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
be willing to wait for the right mo- **** Your imagination helps you
ment. Plans for travel become con- realize what you want. A money risk
fusing. Do more things alone,rather is not a good idea. Pull back, and
than in groups.Your greatest growth analyze decisions. Recognize what is
comes through individual work. If important to you. A new relationyou are single, be careful ofan exotic ship is enticing and heated. Share
stranger; he is likely to disappoint your many ideas with a good friend.
you. Learn more about people by Tonight: Do something you relish!
The Murray Main Street Program officers are (from left): Tom Ewing,
observation.Ifattached,take plenty SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
president; Wilma BIllington, secretary; Andy Dunn, treasurer; and Mike
of weekends away together. An in- *** Pressure mounts beyond beCowan, vice president Murray Main Street Program's mission Is to promote
law could become a problem. PI- lief. Take some time offfrom a diffiMurray's traditional downtown area while enhancing the historical charm and
SCES reads you cold.
cultfamily situation.You might want
preserving the architectural heritage. For more Information, call 753-3366.
to rethink a decision more carefully,
The Stars Show the Kind of Day rather than reacting. If you engage
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; in a control game, problems esca3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
late. Loosen up, and lighten up. Tonight: Get away from it all.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** Head for the hills! Consider tak- **** Reach out for others. A dising a personal day, as you need to cussion is necessary because your
search your soul. News from a dis- imagination is concocting mountains
tance is hard to process. Think be- out of molehills. Once you underfore you leap forward. A true friend stand where another is coming from,
State Sen. Bob Jackson(D, Mur- ecutive Committee is the governing
ray)has been elected by state Senate body, setting policy and direction, proves his colors once again. Call you will be able to settle a problem.
upon experts, and tap resources. Return messages; touch base with
Democrats to serve on the State for the Democratic Party in KenTonight: Deep into thought.
Central Executive Committee of the tucky.
friends. Tonight: Out and about.
Jackson was elected last Novem- TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Kentucky Democratic Party.
**** Just when you think every- *** Financial concerns demand
Jackson, 35, will fill one of the ber to fill the unexpired term of the
thing is under control, you find out your attention; talk with your actwo seats reserved for Democratic late Sen. Jeff Green in the state's it's not
so!There is much more going countant or banker to clarify matWestern-most
district.
He
repmembers of the state Senate. The
on
here
than meets the eye. A partother seat is held by Sen. Larry resents Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, ner suddenly gets uptight about ters. A friend could let you down,
thought everything
Saunders(D, Louisville), president Graves, Hickman, and Trigg coun- funds,and a decision becomes tough. just when you
Trust judgments, and be
OK.
was
ties.
of the Senate.
Aim for what you know is right, and sure of yourself. Consider establish"I'm honored to have been choJackson is president of HT Mark- you'll succeed.Tonight: With friends. ing stronger boundaries. Tonight:
sen," Jackson said. "I believe the eting, Inc., of Murray. He is a past GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Pay bills.
Democratic Party is the party of the president of Murray State Univer- *** Challenges force you to defend PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
people who make Kentucky special: sity's Alumni Association, a former what you know to be true. Think **** Though you are a roll, you
the farmer,small businessman,edumember of the Kentucky Higher about your choices and long-term might want to pull back. A boss is
cator and senior citizen. As a memEducation Nominating Commission needs. Another makes demands; demanding, so you feel like throwhonor responsibility. Discharge ten- ing in the towel. Think before leapber of the State Central Executive
and a former member of the Ken- sion by
concentrating on your work.
Committee, I won't forget that."
tucky Economic Development Part- Give a personal matter more time. ing. Focus on matters that flow,
Senate Majority Floor Leader
rather than impossible problems.
nership Board.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
Your magnetism breaks barriers.
David Karem (D, Louisville) nominated Jackson for the post. Jackson
He was named Murray-Calloway **** As you pull back and look at Tonight: Get out of work early.
previously had served on the Demo- County Citizen of the Year in 1993 the big picture, you see the limitations of a certain situation. Cut red BORN TODAY
cratic National Committee and on and has been included in Who's
tape,and become more efficient.Seek Singer Aretha Franklin (1942), muKentucky's State Central Executive Who in the South and Who's Who
out advice. There are many ways to sician Elton John (1947), actress
Committee. The State Central Ex- Among U.S. Business Executives.
handle a work-related problem. Sarah Jessica Parker (1965)
* * *
Make an appointmentfora checkup.
Tonight: Go to the movies.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Get down to brass tacks.
Find out what is going on with a
child or loved one. Your perspective
Pauline. She saves him and they are
Murray
University's
State
is desired.One-to-one relating brings
Bob Cjilurnetison
Must Mazola
Cinema International will show
destined to meet again. The film
new information. A change in apAgd
"The Horseman on the Roor March
stars Oliver Martinez,Juliette Binoproach is needed. Work as a team.
26-28 as a part of its spring series. che and Pierre Arditi.
Check out a money investment. ToThe film will be shown nightly at
night: A quiet night for two.
MSU students, faculty, staff and
7:30 p.m. in the Curris Center
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
community members are invited to
• Auto
• Mobile
Theater on MSU's campus.
attend the showing at no charge. *** With added pressure, you need
Home
• Boat
'The Horseman on the Roof' is
to defer to a trusted associate. OthFarm
•
Health
•
set in 1832 during the RisorThe Cinema International Series ers express their views. A convo• Business
• Home
gimento. The hero is a nobleman
luted situation needs your attenis sponsored by the Center for
•
• Life
Renters
and a revolutionary trying to deliver
International Programs, the Curris tion. Do not think you can suppress
•
Annuities
your feelings. It is time for a subgold to Piedmont-Sardinia to
Center, the Colleges of Humanistic
• Nursing Home
further the cause of Italian unificastudies and Fine Arts and Commu- stantial change. Tonight: Join
friends,
and
share news.
tion. He embarks on a treacherous
nication; the departments of EnglAll-Aroun31 Coverage
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
journey across the south of France
ish, history and foreign languages; ***
All-Around Murray &
demanding,
and
you
Work
is
where he is beset by a devastating
the Foreign Language Club; Phi
Calloway County
cholera epidemic, Austrian agents
Alpha Theta; the Office of Student
who seek to assassinate him, and
Affairs; Cultural Services of the
traitors from within the conspiracy.
French Embassy; the Centre NaAt a critical moment he meets
tional du Cinema and FACSEA.

Senate asks Jackson
to serve on committee
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Cinema International to
show spring series film

753-4703

MSU to offer Internet course
Murray State University is offering a two-hour hands-on course,
"Internet and E-mail," for those
interested in learning how to get on
the Internet and how to send and
receive electronic mail properly.
The course will be led by Hal
Rice, media and training coordinator in the Academic Computing
Center. Participants will work at a
Gateway 2000 workstation which
will allow them to send and receive
e-mail, connect to gopher sites, and

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

NEI

37,'M DAVIS 5 244

eosis
kiclois

A Member Service

learn to use the World Wide Web.
The course will be offered at
night March 25 and again May6and
13. The registration fee for "Internet
and E-mail" is $50.

IELVIN'S TIRE STORE

To register for this course or for
additional information about it and
other courses offered through the
Office of Conferences and Workshops,call 762-3662 locally or tollfree at 1 (800)669-7654 outside of
Calloway County.

Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

ICE

Specializing in Dean
and General Tires
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DEAR ABBY

LOOKING BACK

Tea years ago
8 at the home of the bnde's paliKAR ABBY Nk husband
By The Associated Press
is a picture of
Published
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Rubin James. thinks he's better than I am
Today is Tuesday, March 24, the 83rd day of 1998. There are 282
ix-cause he earns money and I dont
Murray-Calloway County EcoForty years ago
days left in the year.
nomic Development Corporation
James M. Lassiter, W.C. I sta% nome with our three children
Today's Highlight in History:
During a recent argument. he
President Robert (Buddy) BuckMcKeel, Edgar Shirley, Joe
On March 24, 1958, rock-and-roll singer Elvis Presley was inducted
spilled juice on our new carpet
a
discussing
bronew
ingham.
Baker
Walter
Littleton
Dr.
and
Tenn.
into the Army in Memphis,
When I asked him to clean it up, he
chure on the speculation building
Baker are new directors of Mur- refused, saying it's his carpet
On this date:
at the local industrial park with
ray Chamber of Commerce. Of- because he paid for it and it's ryi,
In 1765, Britain enacted the Quartering Act, requiring American
EDC Board Members Sid Easley
ficers are Ronald W. Churchill, job to take care of his things
colonists to provide temporary housing to British soldiers.
and Harold Doran. Also pictured
Robert Perry, Max Beale, and
I try to explain that it's hard
In 1882, German scientist Robert Koch announced in Berlin that he
retiring
is
Doran
who
Glenn
work
H.
to keep up a home and care
is
John
H.
Trotter.
had discovered the bacillus responsible for tuberculosis.
from the board. Other board
Ronnie Babb of Mayfield and for the children, but he says he'd
In 1883, long-distance telephone service was inaugurated between
members are Gary Haverstock
Ab Davis of Stanton, Tenn., have change places with me anytime if I
Chicago and New York City.
that pays me the
Poston.
and Stuart
been named co-captains for the could find a job
In 1934, President Roosevelt signed a bill granting future indepensame amount of money he makes
Kenof
Baker,
president
Mike
1958
football team at Murray He knows I don't have the skills to
dence to the Philippines.
tucky Lake Oil Co., was elected
State College.
do that.
In 1944, in occupied Rome, the Nazis executed more than 300 civipresident of Kentucky Petroleum
Recent births reported at MurHe says he loves me, but I don't
lians in reprisal for an attack by Italian partisans the day before that
Marketers Association at a meetray Hospital include a boy to Mr. think that you can love someone
killed 32 German soldiers.
ing at the Hyatt Regency Hotel,
and Mrs. William Wade Joseph you don't value or respect because
In 1955, the Tennessee Williams play "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof"
Louisville.
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ken- she doesn't bring home a paycheck.
opened on Broadway.
FEELING WORTHLESS
Twenty
years
ago
neth Galloway.
by
In 1976, the president of Argentina, Isabel Peron, was deposed
IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
estimated
date
completion
The
Mrs. A.M. Harvell spoke about
her country's military.
for the four-laning of U.S. 641
"International Relationships" and
In 1980, one of El Salvador's most respected Roman Catholic
DEAR FEELING WORTHis
through
Murray
street)
(12th
her visits to Greece and Egypt at LESS: In 1989, I printed a letter
Arnulfo
to
shot
death
was
Romero,
Oscar
Church leaders, Archbishop
1982, according to Robert
a recent meeting of Murray stating the dollar-and-cents
by gunmen as he celebrated Mass in San Salvador.
district engineer with the
Hodges,
Branch of American Association value of a homemaker. At the
In 1989, the nation's worst oil spill occurred as the supertanker Extime, it was $112,000 a year, and
Kentucky Department of Transof University Women.
xon Valdez ran aground on a reef in Alaska's Prince William Sound
the
Employment Cost Index has
A
Bureau
Highways.
of
portation,
Fifty years ago
and began leaking 11 million gallons of crude.
continually risen. Your husheld
was
the
on
project
hearing
The
the
on
first
rooms
patients'
L.
Oliver
North
and
Ten years ago: Former national security aides
band should be able to do the
here March 22.
and second floors of Murray Hos- math.
John M. Poindexter and businessmen Richard V. Secord and Albert
Kim Pennington, son of Mr.
pital have been redecorated, acHakim pleaded innocent to Iran-Contra charges. North and Poindexter
Later, I told another woman
and Mrs. Clinton Pennington of
cording to Carmon Graham, ad- who described herself as "only a
were convicted, but had their convictions thrown out; Secord and HaMurray, has been appointed to
ministrator. Practically all of housewife":"In your home you
kim received probation after each pleaded guilty to a single count
faculty of the Conservatory of
the
these rooms have been done by are the director of health, eduunder a plea bargain.
cation and welfare; the secreMusic, Boston, Mass.
individuals and organizations.
Five years ago: Ezer Weizman was elected Israel's seventh presiSchool
Murray
Glee
High
The
Guy
Lovins, field representa- tary of the treasury; the head of
dent. A cab driver believed to have organized the World Trade Center
entertainment and public relathe
will
in
participate
Club
tive
of
Happy Valley District of tions; the chairman of the
Egypt.
the
United States from
bombing was flown back to
Music
Festival
at
American
Boy Scouts of America, was the House Rules Committee; and
One year ago: Vice President Gore arrived in China for the highestOpryland U.S.A., Nashville,
special speaker at the Cub Scout the chief operating officer of
level U.S. visit in eight years. At the 69th Annual Academy Awards,
Tenn., April 21 and' 22.
Parents' Night banquet held at family planning. You'd have to
"The English Patient" won best picture and director (Anthony MingThirty years ago
be married to a millionaire
Murray High School.
hella); Geoffrey Rush won best actor for "Shine," and Frances
of
chairman
is
Starkie
Colson
be paid what you're really
to
is
A.
&
Kirk
Pool
Company
McDormand best actress for "Fargo."
the Pancake Day fundraiser of
sponsoring its annual fishing worth."
Today's Birthdays: Actor Norman Fell is 74. Fashion and costume
Give your husband some
Murray Civitan Club which will
contest.
designer Bob Mackie is 58. Actor R. Lee Ermey is 54. Movie director
be held March 30 at Rudy's ReCurtis Hanson ("L.A. Confidential") is 53. Rock musician Lee ()Aar
CONTRACT BRIDGE
staurant and Maple Leaf Cafe.
is 50. Rock musician Dougie Thomson (Supertramp) is 47. Comedianof
Erwin,
daughter
Jennifer
actor Louie Anderson is 45. Actress Donna Pescow is 44. Actor
failed to divide 3-3, South tried a
Mr. and Mrs. Buren Erwin, and North dealer.
Robert Carradine is 44. Actress Kelly LeBrock is 38. Rhythm-andsecond club finesse in order to get
vulnerable.
East-West
Stan Key, son of Mr. and Mrs.
blues DJ Rodney "Kool Kollie" Terry (Ghostown DJs) is 37. Actress
rid of his losing diamond. But the
NORTH
Key, both seniors, were
Calvin
Annabella Sciorra is 34. Actress Lara Flynn Boyle is 28.
finesse lost, and East cashed his
•Q 8 3
elected at Miss and Mr. Calloway
good diamond to put the contract
qtr Q 105
County High School of 1978 by
down two.
•
7
A
3
TIME'S FIRMING
the student body.
There's no denying that declarer
4. A J 106
MIGIITIII TRAM 1111 SWORII
was unlucky. Had the diamonds
EAST
WEST
Births reported include a boy
AMERICAN
split 3-3 or the trumps divided 2-2
+76
to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Allen + 952
after East's ruff, or had West held
,J9
1
CANCER
'AK
8764
18.,
Henson,
Feb.
For more information roll
•
club honor, South would have
10
a
J
6
9
4
8
•
SOCIETY"
Sheri Zane James and Ronald
toll-free 1-800-ACS-2345
home. Nevertheless, he
been
2
5
9
Q
K
+
+83
March
married
were
Ross
James
should have made his game. AlSOUTH
though his line of play had many
•A KJ 104
DAILY COMICS
chances to succeed, he failed to
V 32
adapt to the circumstances he en•K Q 5 2
BLONDIE
countered.
+74
Early in the play he learned
The bidding:
that West had started with six
South West
North East
hearts and three spades. It was
Pass
Pass . 1•
1+
therefore reasonable to assume
Pass
3•
Pass
1 NT
that East held length in both mi4
Pass
3+
nor suits.
Opening lead — king of hearts.
There was no harm in drawing
One of the pitfalls a player
must learn to avoid is to become three rounds oftrumps and taking
overly committed to a particular a club finesse. But when East won
line ofplay.The successful declarer and returned a diamond, South
knows the virtues of flexibility, should have won the trick in his
and is prepared to alter his plan hand and carefully studied the situwhenever developments indicate ation.
In order to guard diamonds,
that a better approach is available.
Take this case where West led East had been forced to discard
CATHY
the K-A and another heart against two clubs when the trumps were
DOUBTS
WINE
.
7
NEW
—TUNE
linn
WHOLE
spades,East ruffing the third drawn. So instead of testing the
four
A
,r....1C0
FOR
GONE!
SPRING
ALL
MATURE,
THE
ALL
WHERE ARE
CLOUT,
FLATS!
4OUR
THE
After overruffing, South diamonds to see ifthey would split
OF
round.
RUBBER-SOLED
SKIRTS...
PLEATED
HAVE
UJE
NO-NONSENSE , HIGH- IMPACT
BONK HIM ON THE
YEAR
drew three rounds of trumps on 3-3, declarer should first have led
..PEDAL PUSHERS...
BUSINESS CLOTHES NOW
HEAD WITH 4OUR
Of 111E
which East discarded two clubs. A a club to the ace and ruffed a club.
PERED JACKETS...
HAT I REAuY NEED THEM.
NEW LUND-180X,
POWER
club finesse then lost to the queen, This would have felled East's king
SHAPED P'..IRSE .r
CARL!
and East returned the jack of dia- and established the jack, after
which a diamond to the ace would
monds.
Declarer won with dummy's ace have allowed South to collect the
and cashed the K-Q. When the suit jack for his tenth trick.
Tomorrow:Picture bidding.
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Volunteer!

CROSSWORDS
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rriers.
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ACROSS
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

!), muctress

40 Sight organ

Hubbub
42 It follows
tunes

41

1 -The King —

WHERE
2,FFit4PA
(

-

WHAT HAPPENS NoW?
HAVE.
WELL ,
PAPERWORK lb
FINISH AND ALL
OF NICKS THINGB
To Oc.
THROUGH.

ITS A STWINGE THING,
WE COULDN'T BRINGELIZABETH. MY MCol'S
CuRSELVESTo ToticH
GONE,BUT 11)ST
ANYTHING)S'.). WE. LEFTEMPlyING HER PURSE
THE HOUSE EXACTLY
SEEMS LIKE.
THE VJAY IT WASLy
AN
INVASION
OF HER
PRIVACY]

5 Dress border
8 — the riot

to fetch
a — of
water .. "

17 "

18 Placed in a

straight
position
20 — Marcos

4k)0
(;ARFIE IA)

45 1988 and
1992

Olympics

act
12 Machine part
13 Friend (Fr.)
.14 To be (Fr.)
15 Harsh
breathing
16 Robot drama

22 ODE
23 Exclamation
24 "Private --"
(Tina Turner)
27 — Crue
31 Be in debt
32 Mature
33 Not quickly
37 "Bonanza"
star

heptathlon

winner
49 Part of QED

50 Fern. holy
person
52 — Lisa
53 Put into the
proper pitch
54 Make a

mistake
55 "Thanks —
56 Agitate
57 — Moines
58 Promontory
DOWN
1

Tai Mahal
site
2 Patricia — of
"Hud"
3 Salvador —

Answer to Previous Puzzle
ALOTIIL I ARIL.A.S
AN I
I TSA
RENO
K ISSES KRANTZ
S,E L L
N.A.P.0 L EON
NOT
C U T U.PIIB E T
R0
AR TOPSAIL
T.0 TIP. I .S.T Y
A A R
E.W EERINESS
R. 1 .T.E.S R E N.S
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S TE EL I S DEAN
3-24 1998 United Feature Syndicate
4 Peaceful

5 More difficult
6 Australian
bird
7 Singer
Makeba

8 Iterate

Anddothers
92
(Latin abbr..
10 Dry
11 Oscar — —
Renta
19 Piece out
s,
_
1 .Electrical
24
2

25 Shoemaker's
2,4

tool
gntb(opyret
Young
29 Alter —
30 Craving
34 More damp
35 Caustic
material
36 Affirmed
37 Kobe Bryant's
team
38 Summer drink
S
9 ''Psycho"
32
4
character

irfiA 9A\lf

8
226

‘tePEANUTS
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E R E 5 THE
WORLD WAR I
FLYING ACE
WALKIN& OUT
ONTO THE
AERODROME.,

AS HE SETTLES INTO
THE COCKPIT OF HIS
SOPWITH CAMEL,HE
SURVEYS THE 0ARKENIN6
SKY .LIGLITNIN6 FLA514E5
IN THE EAST

LOOK AT TI-115 CUTETWHERE ID1
ONLY THE BRAVEST
PICTURE OF A BOY HE 6ET A
AND MOST DEDICATED
PILOT WOULD FLY IN 1 AND HIS DO6 IN
DO6 LIKE
WEATHER LIKE THIS. ). FRONT OF A
THAT /
FIREPLACE

13

I nta_dif team
4 43 S

(routine)
44 Rajah's wife
46 Filet of —
MirneSslaughter
70
48

51 Three. in
Milan

food for thought. Schedule dinner a little later for him tonight,
and leave this column on his
plate for him to digest.
"

DEAR ABBY I think vou missed
the real issue in the letter from
-Enough Already in New York," the
man whose company made him
room with a gay colleague on a business trip. "Enough" managed to
endure his discomfort during the
trip What he's had enough of is the
rihhing from his co-workers after
his return
Abby, the man is being harassed
The subject of the harassment is
sexual in nature_ Sexual harassment, homophobic or otherwise,
should not be tolerated in any workplace. "Enough" should ask his coworkers to stop harassing him. If
they persist, management should
discipline them. If management
fails to intervene, this man has a
claim against his employers.
LAURIE LEIBER
DEAR LAURIE: You're right.
I failed to see the forest for the
trees. Thank you for the astute
analysis.
DEAR ABBY: The problem experienced by -Cursing Mom" may be
avoided when this little poem is
taken to heart:
I lost a very little word,
Just the other day;
It was a very naughty word
I had not meant to say.
But then, it was not really lost —
When from my lips it flew,
My little daughter picked it up,
And now she says it too.
MBP,PALATKA,FLA
*X*

To receive a collection of Aisby's most
memorable — and most frequently
requested — poems and essays, send a
business-sized, self-addressed envelope.
plus check or money order for $3.95
($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby's
"Keepers," P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
M.61054-0447.(Postage is included.)

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, MI).
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband
underwent castration several years
ago for prostate cancer. He is now 87
and, despite a variety of herbal and
prescription drugs, continues to have
severe hot flashes. He is very bothered by these sudden attacks. but the
doctors say that nothing can be dime.
Can you help him?
DEAR READER:I'm afraid not.
Many prostate cancers are fueled
by male hormone, which is produced
in the testicles. Although most modern urologists prefer -chemical castration" (using medicines to neutralize the hormone in men with prostate
malignancy), actual castration was
previously widely used to accomplish
the same purpose. The surgery is now
limited primarily to the very elderly.
Unfortunately, hot flashes — identical to those suffered by postmenopausal women — are a common
consequence of such surgery. While
hot flashes (and associated symptoms
such as moodiness and depression)
are annoying, they do not represent a
health hazard. Treating them would
entail administering the very hormone that could stimulate the
prostate cancer.
Therefore, I advise your husband to
put up with the flashes, secure in the
knowledge that his previous surgery:
has offered him many demonstrable
benefits.
DEAR DR. GOTT: A few years ago.
my elderly father was diagnosed with
cerebellar degeneration. We were told
that nothing could be done. Now he is
confined to a wheelchair and has
impaired speech. Do you know of any
medication that could help him"
Were afraid he will soon end up in a
nursing home.
DEAR READER: Cerebellar degen
eration is a serious neurological disorder marked by shrinkage of the cere,
bellum, a part of the brain that con
trols movement and coordination. The
affliction is often a consequence of
various cancers. notably of the breast,
ovary and lung. Also, it is commonly
the result of nutritional deficiencies
and alcohol abuse. Symptoms include
progressive difficulty in walkiniz.
speaking and moving, as well as
dementia. The diagnosis is made by
CT scanning of the brain.
The illness usually progresses over
weeks or months and leaves the
patient profoundly disabled.
Although cerebellar degeneration
may improve when it is related to can
cer and the malignancy is treated.
most cases are untreatable
Therefore, your father's prognosis is.
tor all practical purposes. essentially
hopeless. He will probably require
nursing home care when his disability

reaches the point at which the family
no longer can cope in a home situa
tion. even with home-health aides I
advise you to treasure what little time
you have left with him
To give you more information. I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report - What You Should Riiii)A
About Nursing Homes " Other read
yrs who would like a copy should send
$2 plus a long, self addressed.
stamped envelope to P 0 this 2o 17
Murray Hill Station, New York. NY
Be sure to mention the title
iris NFU SI'%Mk ENTEHI'HISFI \ss
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DEATHS
Mrs. Relma Copeland
Mrs. Relma Copeland, 81, Almo, died Monday. March 23, 1998, at
1145 a.m. at Calvert City Convalescent Center where she has been a
patient since 1991.
She was a member of Dexter Baptist Church. Born Aug. 8, 1916, in
Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Andrew Taylor and
Betty Barnhart Taylor. One great-granddaughter, Kayla Renee Higgins, and one sister, Obera Brittain, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Harvey Carlos Copeland, to whom
she was married on Dec. 18, 1937, also a patient at Calvert City Convalescent Center; one daughter, Mrs. June Higgins and husband, C.D.,
and one grandson, Kerry Higgins and wife. Melody, all of Almo.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Heyward Roberts will officiate.
Mrs. Oneida White will be organist and soloist. Burial will follow in
Almo Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Mrs. Marion Christenbery
Mrs. Marion Christenbery, 75, Lakeside Drive, Port Sanilac, Mich.,
died Sunday, March 22, 1998, at 10 p.m. at Sanliac Medical Care.
Her husband, Dolphus Christenbery, and three brothers, Wilbert
Willard, Mickey Willard, and Freddie Willard, preceded her in death.
Born May 28, 1922, in Huron County, Mich., she was the daughter of
the late Fred and Lydia Willard.
Mrs. Christenbery was a member of Reorganized Church of Latter
Day Saints.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Bonnie Ingersoll and husband,
Dan, Vancouver, Wash.; two sons, Perry Christenbery, Port Sanliac,
Mich., and Fred Christenbery and wife, Barbara, New Hampshire; two
sisters, Mrs. Lela Christenbery and husband, Wilson, Murray, and
Mrs. Dean Corbishley and husband, Chuck, Bad Axe, Mich.; eight
grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Wednesday.

Mrs. Sharon Faye Crouse
The funeral for Mrs. Sharon Faye Crouse will be today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. J.T. Parrish
and the Rev. Shelby Underhill will officiate. Singers will be Teresa
Futrell and Treasa Beane.
Pallbearers will be Kerry Steen, Charles Duncan, Charles Peeler,
Tim Beane, Sammy Bradshaw, and Timmy Burkeen. Burial will follow in McDaniel Cemetery near Almo.
Mrs. Crouse, 50, U.S. Highway 641 South, Murray, died Saturday,
March 21, 1998, at 8:10 a.m. at her home.
Survivors include her husband, Roger Crouse; one son, Randall
Crass and wife, Lisa, Kirksey; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Lisa Dick and
husband, Grant, and Mrs. Lorri Parker and husband, John, and one
stepson, Jimmy Crouse and wife, Angie, all of Murray; one sister, Ms.
Carolyn Steen, Almo; nine grandchildren, Kaci Crass, }Carson Crass,
Kennady Crass, Whitley Dick, Erin Dick, Justin Crouse, Megan
Crouse, Logan Parker, and Taylor Parker.

Mrs. Robbie McKenzie Hutson
Services for Mrs. Robbie McKenzie Hutson will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Jerry Lee
and the Rev. Dennis Norvell will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Mac McCuiston, Jason Garner, Michael Gamer,
Jimmy McCuiston, Larry McKenzie, Mark Axiotes, Tommy Boggess,
and Don Scott. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Mrs. Hutson, 79, Fox Meadows, Murray, died Monday, March 23,
1998, at 6:20 a.m. at her home.
Survivors include her husband, John Hutson; one daughter, Mrs.
Rebecca Billington and husband, Dan, and one son, Danny Steve
McCuiston and wife, Glenda, all of Murray; two stepsons, Carl Ray
Hutson and wife, Cindy, Arkansas, and Kevin Hutson, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Mable Robinson, and one brother, Floyd McKenzie and
wife, Hilda, all of Murray; three grandchildren; 10 stepgrandchildren;
four great-grandchildren; eight stepgreat-grandchildren; two greatgreat-grandchildren.

Census Bureau visits
Data on characteristics of the
nation's labor force, including people employed full- or part-time,
hours worked and earnings, and
people unemployed or retired, was
collected during the week of March
15 when representatives of the
Commerce Department's Census
Bureau visited the area to conduct
the Current Population Survey
(CPS).
By law,the Census Bureau keeps
all information about sample respondents and their households
strictly confidential.
Each March, in addition to the
basic labor force data, the Census
Bureau collects data on income,
poverty, noncash benefits (such as
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food stamps), health insurance
coverage, migration and work experience. These data are used to
determine the effectiveness of government assistance programs, plan
schools and roads and measure the
economic well-being of the country.
"Participating households play a
key role in helping local, state and
national policy-makers make informed decisions that effect all of
us," said Susan Hardy, director of
the Census Bureau's Charlotte regional office.
On April 3, the Department of
Labor in Washington. D.C. will
release labor force statistics for the
United States based on the data
provided by local households in the
March CPS. The Census Bureau
releases annual income and official
poverty statistics in the fall.

1998

Ernstberger
named merit
finalist
Kenny B. Ernstberger, a Calloway County High School senior, is
among 14,000 students named National Merit Scholarship finalists in
the 43rd annual Merit Program of
the National Merit Scholarship Corporation.
Ernstberger is the son of Cathy
and Steve Ernstberger of Lynn
Grove. He now has the opportunity
to continue in the 1998 competition
for 7,400 Merit Scholarships.
He earned this designation by his
performance on the Scholastic Assessment Test in November. His
consideration for a National Merit
Scholarship will be based on this
test score in addition to an essay,
and
recommendations
extracurricular activities.
Merit Scholars will be chosen and
will be eligible for 1,800 $2,000
one-time scholarships and 5,200

MSU Women's Center
planning conference

KENNY B. ERNSTBERGER
renewable scholarships.
"The finalist designation is a
credit to not only the school system
and the board of education but to
Kenny and to his parents. School
officials are pleased to see students
recognized for academic excellence," said Calloway County High
School Principal Jerry Ainley.

Titanic sinks Oscars

The Murray State University Women's Center is completing plans for
its 11th Annual Celebrate Women
conference. The conference theme
this year is "Weaving the Tapestry:
Choices and Challenges for the 21st
Century."
The event, which takes place on
March 30-31, will host a variety of
speakers addressing topics important in the lives of women. The
conference begins Monday at 8 a.m.
with registration followed by an
opening address by Dr. Viola
Miller, Secretary of the Kentucky
Cabinet for Children and Families.
Dr. Julia T. Wood of the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill
will provide the keynote address at
that day's luncheon. The closing
address will be presented by Dr.
Katherine Henderson, president of
Point Park College in Pittsburgh.
Henderson's topic will be "Women's Choices: Illusions or Reality?" Her 25 years in higher
education as a faculty member and
administrator,as well as her work in
the field of women's students and
American literature, have prepared
her to explore that topic.

so high that senior executives
nearly came to blows.
"What a year it's been," the
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
movie's Oscar-winning cinemamovie that almost couldn't be
tographer, Russell Carpenter,
made couldn't be stopped.
"It's gone from being a
said.
"Titanic" won a record-tying
fools to being a ship of
of
ship
11 Oscars Monday, including
dreams."
rea
completing
picture,
best
"Titanic" was not the only
markable voyage for one of the
longshot to claim a prize
former
most troubled but ultimately sucat the 70th annual awards cerecessful productions in Hollywood
mony. Matt Damon and Ben Afhistory.
the young actors who lafleck,
Produced by two studios at a
bored mightily to write and then
whopping cost of $200 million,
The Murray State University
star in "Good Will Hunting," Speech and Debate team recently
"Titanic" came within one win
took the Oscar for best original competed at the Kentucky Forensics
of toppling 1959's "Ben-Hur" to
screenplay. The film's co-star, Association's State Tournament.
become the most decorated film
Robin Williams, was named best Out of 12 schools competing, Murin Academy Award annals.
supporting actor for his depiction
"I'm the king of the world!"
ray placed second overall in sweepof a therapist.
Titanic" writer-director-producer
stakes. In addition, several students
Ms. Basinger, forced into
James Cameron yelled from the
won individual awards.
bankruptcy after losing the
Oscar stage in accepting the best
Taking rust place honors in the
"Boxing Helena" breach-of- state were Todd Hall in dramatic
director trophy, repeating a line
contract lawsuit, returned to the interpretation and Wilson Reid in
made famous by the film's young
Hollywood spotlight with her poetry. Hall also placed fifth place
co-star, Leonardo DiCaprio. "I
actress win for "L.A. in prose and sixth place in progsupporting
don't know about you, but I'm
Confidential."
having a really great time."
rammed oral interpretation.
Jack Nicholson, who won the
The popularity of "Titanic" is
Patrick Holifield placed sixth in
best acting award for "As Good poetry and fourth place in dramatic
not limited to the voting members
As It Gets," joined an elite group duo with Maria Lockiear. Elena
of the Academy of Motion Picof only four performers to own Kornegay placed sixth place in
ture Arts and Sciences. The
three or more Oscars. His others prose and was also awarded top
3-hour, 14-minute movie is also
are as best actor for "One Flew
the highest-grossing in box-office
novice in rhetorical criticism.
Over the Cuckoo's Nest" in 1975
history, holding both the domesAlso, Heather Kelley placed
and supporting actor in "Terms fourth in programmed oral interpretic and worldwide marks.
of Endearment" in 1983. Kathar- tation, Will Mulligan III placed fifth
It has been the nation's No. 1
ine Hepburn won four Academy
film for an unprecedented 14
in impromptu speaking and won
Awards, and Ingrid Bergman and
consecutive weekends, and is
fourth for Lincoln-Douglas debate.
Walter Brennan each won three.
likely to remain in first place
Alexey Surkov was awarded top
"I'm honored to be on any list
next weekend. With the Oscar
novice in Lincoln-Douglas debate.
with you, Bobby, Dusty, and you
surge, the movie now could pass
The team also competed at the
and your father Mr. Damon, and
the once unthinkable $600 milannual honorary speech fraternity
my old bike pal, Fonda," Nichollion plateau at North American
— Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
son said, making the umpteenth
theaters.
Alpha National Speech Tourna"Titanic" won statuettes for joke of the night about fellow
ment.
Six competitors from Murray
picture, director, cinematography, nominee Damon's age.
competed and brought home five
costume design, editing, dramatic
Ms. Hunt, the only American
trophies. Hall and Reid placed
score, song, visual effects, sound, competing against four British
seventh in dramatic duo, while they
sound effects editing and art di- actresses in her category, thanked
were also semi-finalists in poetry.
rection. The film dominated the her director, who was not even
was a semi-finalist in
Locklear
evening so strongly no other film
nominated.
prose.
won more than two awards.
It was one of the longest Oscar
The speech and debate team will
And yet "Titanic" failed to ceremonies on record at 3 hours,
compete in its last competition in
win any acting awards. ("Ti- 42 minutes. The record is held by
April at the NFA National Tournatanic" also was not nominated the 1984 show, which timed out
in Illinois.
ment
for a screenplay award, becoming at 3:45.
the first film since 1965's "The
Sound of Music" to win best picture without being nominated for
a writing Oscar.)
"Titanic" failed to collect
prizes in three of its nominated
categories — supporting actress,
actress and makeup. Helen Hunt
from "As Good As It Gets" beat'
Offer Ends March 31
"Titanic" star Kate Winslet for
home stereos.
We are your discount store for car &
best actress, "L.A. Confidential's" Kim Basinger took supporting actress over Gloria Stuart,
and "Men in Black" claimed the
222 So. 12th St. • Murray • 753-5865
makeup prize.
The 11 awards were nevertheless a stunning achievement for a
film once so behind schedule it
missed its planned summer release date by five months. Tensions between co-producers Paramount and 20th Century Fox ran
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MSU team
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She has served as president of
Point Park College since January
1997. Prior to that appointment.
Henderson was vice president for
academic affairs at Dominican College of San Rafael. She spent nine
years at the College of New Rochelle in New York where she
served as dean of the school of arts
and sciences, director of the writing
program and, most recently, director of women's studies.
Throughout the years she has
taught at various colleges and universities including Stanford, where
she was a visiting scholar of English, working with the faculty at the
Institute for the Study of Women
and Gender.
Henderson has a bachelor's degree from Connecticut College, an
M.A.T. from Harvard, a master's
from New York University and the
doctorate from Columbia University.
She has co-authored, authored
and edited five books including "A
Voice of One's Own: Conversations
with America's Writing Women,"
"Inter/View: Talks With America's
Writing Women," and "Half Humankind: Contexts and Texts of the
Controversy About Women in England, 1540-1640."
She is currently a member of the
board of the Mann Symphony and
Communities-in-Schools.
For information on the Celebrate
Women conference,call Jane Etheridge at (502) 762-3140 or John
Griffin at (502) 762-2160.
eslinents Since 1854
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Saving starts with lower rates, like
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